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ADMINISTRATION AND FACULTY
J.D.BLANTON,Pnmdfflt
LELIA D. MILLS
Dean of Women

LENA J. HAWKS
Dean of the Faculty

MRS. ELIZABETH PLASKETT
Secretary Home Deportment
MRS. MARY R. DAVIS
Assistant Home DePOIrtment
MRS. SOLON E. ROSE
Assistant Home Deparflment

ALMA PAINE
Registrar

ALBERT CAMPBELL HOLT
Bible
A,B. and A.M. Park

College:

Ph.D.

George

Peabody

College

OLIVE CARTER ROSS
English, Art History
A.B.

Unlverelty
ot Naahvllle:'
Graduate
Student
Vand"rbllt
University;
A.M. Columbia Univelllity

I,

MARY E. ANDREWS
English
A.B.

University

of

Kansas;

M.A. Columbia

University

ELEANOR BRYAN CRAIG
English
Ph.B.,

M.A., Chicago

CLEO ALLEN

Dnlvenlty

MATHENY

English
A,B.

Randolph-l>laeon

Woman's

College:

A.M.

Ohio

State

Dnlverslt,.

ELLENE RANSOM
English
A.B. Vanderbilt

DnlversJty:

Special

Student

Columbia

University

THEODORA COOLEY SCRUGGS
English,
A.B. ""e!lasley

Psychology

College; Graduate
Student
Chicago University;
ot Literature
and History
In Europe

Student

MARY ARMSTRONG SHOUSE
English
Ph.B.

Llnlver-aity

0(

Chicago;
II1.A. COlumbia University;
UnJver$lty
of California

Graduate

IRENE M. CHAMBERS
EngH,sh
A.B.
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Columbia
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ANNE D. JONES
History
A.B.

Erskine

College;

A.M.

Vanderbilt

Vanderbilt

University;

A,M.

A.B. Baylor

University;

Vanderbilt

Univenllty;

Columbia

A.M.

Univetl!llty

A.B. Vassar:

ocmen University;

A.M.

and

COlumbia

Student

and

M.A.

University

of Chicago;

Graduate

Student

A.B.

University

of

Chicn.g'c.:

HELEN
Special

A.M.

'untversuv

of l'IJiasouri

Columbia

Chicago

College;

A.M.

Vanderbilt
Johns

A.B.

Adelphi

College;

Languages.

Vanderbilt

University;

Graduate

Student

B,S.

Student

Vanderbilt

and

A.B.

George

Peabody

of

University

A.M. Oberjm

College:

A.B. Pari,

Peabody

College;
and

Special
Harvard

Vanderbilt

Student

College;

aDd D.Se.

Graduate

Uwverelty

A,B .. M.A,

Vanderbilt

New

England

Expression:

01 Chicago

A.B.

In Romance
In French

d' Academic

HOLLINSHEAD

Vanderbllt

University

Graduate

StUdent

University;

Graduate

Cnnae r-vatur-y and

Special

Vanderbllt

Unlverelt,.

,
University

Harvard

Work

University

or Chile

Courses

Postgraduate

In New ;York.

Boston

Chicago,

and

School

of

Boston

GraduMe

Sargent

Dancing;

gchoot

StUdent

Student

in

ALMA HOLLINGER
Biology
Biological
Cal.

University;

Graduate

Boston

School

of

Expression

EMMA 1. SISSON
Director School of Physical Education

Unlve",lty

University of Michigan:
Student
Michigan
Marine Biological
Station.
Venice.

Studont

MARY HARRIS COCKRILL
Expression

ELIZABETH McFADDEN
Assistant in Chemistry
B.S.

Graduate

PAULINE SHERWOOD TOWNSEND
Director School of ExprestJihn

UnlTerslty

Vanderbilt

M.A.

M.A, Vanderbilt

University

W. H. HOLLINSHEAD
Chemistry
Ph.G.

Unl'l"erslty

ANNIE CAVERT
LOUISE HALL
NELL MAJOR
Gram'TYUIh"
School

MARY LAURA SHEPPE
Bible and Mathematics
Graduate

Study

PAUL THOMAS MANCHESTER
Spanish

College

University.

LL.B.

Unlverslt~;

Mississippi;

THERESA SHERRER DAVIDSON
M othematice
A.B.,

University

JOHN CLARKE JOHNSON
Spanish

MORTON COVINGTON
Mathematics
A.B.

Hopldns

University;
Certificate
ot Special Studies
and
Philosophy,
jjnlveratty
of PariS:
omcter-

Unil'erslty;

Johns

Special Student
of Chicago

MARGARET ROBERSON
German

Hopkins

Graduate

Student

01 Paris

Cofleg e ; Foreign

A.:M. Columbia

Columbia
Lltorature

UniversIty

ELIZABETH BROOKES
Mathematics
B.S.

for Teachers

LEONIE VIMONT
French

I

Goucher

Wellesley

University

LENA JAMES HAWKS
Mathematics
A.B.

Graduate

Unlver!llty

Secondaire,
St. Imler,
Switzerland;
or MlssOUI'1 and University

CASON

ATWOOD THACH
Latin, History

Student

College

LAURE MARIE SCHOENI
French
Ecole

MARTHA ANNETTE
Latin

Peabody

CLARA PURYEAR MIMS
Frenob:

University

ALBERTA K. ROSS
Sociology, Economics, History
Ph.B.

A.M. George

KATE BRADLEY BEZIAT
French

LINDA RHEA
History
B.S.

T

N

MARGARET KESLER
Assistant in Biology

University

CAROLINE LEAVELL
History
B.S.
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of Physical

Harvard
Corrective

summer

Education

and

School and

Gymnastics,

of Gilbert

ColumbIa

Children's

Normal

UniversIty:

Hospital,

School
Special

Boston

CATHERINE E. MORRISON
Physical Training, Athletics, Swimming
Station

and

DIploma

from

Posse

Gymnasium.

New York,
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DORIS CONE
Assistant in Athletics and Swimming
Graduate

Ward·Be\mont

ot

School

Physical

Ward-Belmont

~~o

EduclLtion

Special

Student

George

Peabody

ESTELLE
Pupil

LOWRY

College

for

Simmons

Pupil

of Mary

Weber

of the

Arts

Diploma

MontgOme~s.~:;t~~~%~~,W

GORDON

New

York

scnoot

LAWRENCE
Director
Pup!l

of Ernest
at

Hutcheson,

Ferruclo

Md.;

Pupil

SChool

Peabody

Formerly

and

Applied

Art.

GOODMAN

Lhevlnna

and

For

Segl$JIlund

tor Pianists,

Conservatory

Teacher

of Plano,

Stajows1{l;

Basle,

of Music,
Von

Student

Switzerland;
Ba.ltlmore.

Ende

Berlin;

Hutcheson
Pupil

and

Seglsmund

of RUdolph

Ganz;

Student

or Muska.!

Stajowskl;

Arts,

New

o( Mu slc
de Sales

Theoretical

Pupil

Courses

at

Sterns

In the

Bonon;

three

ConeervatoTY,
years

In -Paris

St. Louis;

Pupil

*EVA

and

Foote

and

Wager

St Mary'S Hall
San Antonio;
Ne~ England
C~nservatory

B.

Pupll

Munich:

or Signor

Oscar

Seagle

Vananni,

and

and

Berlin

Poetgraduate

with

Student

RaU and

Barth;

or George

Deane. Boston:
Isidore
Gaetano
S. de Luca,

Bragglottl.
NaallVllle

J. LaJlg,

Swayne

of New

England

yeara

Conservatory;

In Paris

under

two

leadore

years

Pupil

ALLINE FENTRESS
Violin Accompanist, Primary Assistant

in

Phlllip

BUDA LOVE MAXWELL
Piano
Graduate

New

George

England
Proctor;

Conservatory
Pupil

of Huold

of

Music

Bauer

ANNIE PHILLIPS
Pi4no
Student
"On leave

Von Ende

Scllool

ot Music;

under

and

Pupil
Madame

Wager

Swayne,

Hopeklrk

or Lawrence

Graduate

D. Rose

New England

Conservatory

KATHRYN KIRKHAM
Assistant in MuS'ical Science

Goodman

Graduate

oC absence.
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GEORGE ALLEN WEBSTER
Musical Science

ane!

Parla

RANSOM
Pupll

Italy:

Florence.

MASSEY

three

Harmony

de Reezke,

Piano
Graduate

College

of

with

xreeecmee

Paris

HELEN TODD SLOAN
Voice
Pupil

of Arthur

Bossett\,

University,

York

With M. M:oazkowskl

Vienna:

ARTHUR HENKEL
Pipe Organ

In Obei-Iln College;
and

Institute

ALICE KAVANAUGH LEFTWICH
Piano
Gr-.duMe Beethoven

AI'onaon,

FLORENCE N. BOYER
Voice

SchOOl

LOUISE BEST
Piano
of Ernest

Maurice
Berlin

rd
Carrado
Famous Tea..cher of Italy:
Three Years PUll~ otnCh;V~:~aft~~u~lfroedo
sermiento,
Caruso's Coach;
for Two Yes.rB
UP d ~
B Carelli
Director Naples coeee-vetcrv:
Pupil of C~~~o~b~r~~~
FI;'rence,
italY; Pupil of :J;luzzl peccte
pupil
and Carbone,
New York; Pupil of Stg'notBaraldl,
London

of MUsic, New YOrk City

Pupil

Nashville;
Lhevlnne,

GAETANO SALVATORE DE LUCA
Director School of Voice

School of Piano

Josef

Buaonl'l!I MMter

Scholarship

or Fine

York;

MARY VENABLE BLYTHE
Sight 'Playing and Piano

Art
Graduate

Mlckwltz
and ,Josel'l:y. New
Steinhauer.
Gel"Dlany

Metropolitan
College of Music: Student
C1nolnnatl
Music, Pupil of Steln,brecher,
Andre, and Sterling

Graduate

SchoOl

ot tha New York School or Fine and Applied

LOUISE

Farrar,

FREDERICK

CORA GIBSON PLUNKETT
Art
Graduate

y

ROY SCHMITZ
Piano

von
and

aceer

College

Ward-Belmont

MlUa Harold
Otto' Nletzel

Former
Ind.

AMELIE THRONE
Piano

SALLIE BETH MOORE
Assistant in Domestic Art and Domestic Science
Graduate

R B.

Teachers

UNA M. SPALLER
Domestic Science
B.8.

I

H. Sherwood,
Glenn Dlllard
Gunn. Victor
Heinze;
or Wiillam
Teacher
or Plano, CO!Jl1lopollt8.n School of Mualc. Indlanapol18,

Pupil

School

MARGARET KENNEDY
Domestic Art

T

N

HAZEL COATE ROSE

SARAH CLAYTON JETER
Assistant in Athletics and Swimming
Graduate

o
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D
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HATTIE THULA PASCHALL
Voice Accompanist
MATTIE BUCKNER OWSLEY
Superintendent of Practice

Stenography,
Honor

LUCY KENNETH
SUTTON
Typewriting, Bookkeeping, Commercial Law
Graduate

or Business,

Fall's

BusineBll

College.

DOROTHY WILSON
LOUISE SAUNDERS
Librarians
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W. B. WRIGHT
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THE WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL
ARD-BELMONT makes no statement which she
is not prepared to make real to the earnest,
painstaking student.
Her catalogues are published to give definite, trustworthy information',
and they embody the same fine principles of sincerity, truth,
and honor which she earnestly attempts to inculcate in her
students.
HISTORICAL SKETCH
Ward-Belmont is a union of Ward Seminary and Belmont College. Ward Seminary was founded in 1865 by
William E. Ward, D.D., and Belmont College was founded
in 1890 by Misses Ida E. Hood and Susan L. Heron. In
June, 1913, the two schools were united on the Belmont
campus under the charter name, "The Ward-Belmont
School." Ward-Belmont is not forgetful of her past; she
honors her founders, she reveres the two parent schools, and
points with pride to that long line of graduates and students who have gone out into life's service, and whose happy
memories and genuine affection for the old schools now bind
them to the new.
A record of long service in the national field constitutes
the richest heritage and the real asset with which WardBelmont pursues her new and larger life.
NASHVILLE AND ITS ATTRACTIONS
Nashville has an enviable record as an historical, educational, and cultural center.
The chosen location of great universities, professional
schools, 'colleges, and preparatory schools, Nashville has
established a far-famed reputation as a center of learning.
Ward Seminary and Belmont, through their long and
honored careers, have contributed much. toward winning
for the city of Nashville her merited title of "The Athens of
the South." These two schools, in co-operation with Vanderbilt University and George Peabody College for TeachPage thi'1"teen
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ers, have given a distinct charm and atmosphere of
It
hi h
k thiIS CIty an Ideal
.
W IC ma es
home for stude ts cu ure
. On an imposing eminence the State CaPito~ stands an
interesting
example of classic architecture . Inn it
'
. th
I s grounds
18
e tomb of President James K. Polk. Located t
t I
. t I til C
a a cenra pam m., e entennial Park is a facsimile of the Parth:non, true in every detail. On one of the many beautif I
delves and car lines is Belle Meade, for many years a celebrated stock farm.
Twelve miles from Nashville is the
Hermitage, the home and burial place of Andrew Jackson,
President, statesman and warrior.
Not far from the WardBel,:,ont campus is the battlefield of Nashville, and near by
stretches the .scene of the battles of Franklin and Stones
RIver. Within a few hours' ride are Lookout Mountsin
and Mammoth Cave. Nashville is within easy reach of all
the historical points of Tennessee.
. In addition to the cultural advantages offered by NashVIlle thr~ug~ it~ edncational and historical interests, an
opportunity IS grven by the city to hear many of the most
famous artists, readers, and lecturers.
Nashville thus affords the means for acquiring a most liberal culture

THE CAMPUS
Ward-Belmont stands in the beautiful hilltop park formerly ?~ed by Belmont College, and to both the grounds
and buildings handsome additions have recently been made.
The campus, c?ntaining thirty acres, is surrounded by one
of the best residence sections of Nashville. Embowered in
tre~ a~d shnlb~ which represent the artistic planting and
cUI~vatlOn of SIxty years, this naturally picturesque park
rna es a campus of unusual beauty. It is sufficiently removed to
ziv e th at quie
. t and seclusion
.
. o·
which 'are conducive
~~ st~dlOUShabits; yet the railway station, the shopping
alstrlC~, and the churches of all denominations in the city
ati easily accessible by car. The site is on the hi o-hest ele~a Ion I~ the Vanderbilt University and the Peabody Colege sections, and is within easy walking distance of either.

CLIMATE AND HEALTH
die The
T' bracing atm asp h ere and temperate climate of Mid'11e an Iideal location for school
work ennessee
P '1 fmake Nash VI
.
UPI S rom more northern States. as well as those
Page fourt.,.
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from farther south, find here a school home unexcelled in
physical advantages.
The mild weather and the inviting
campus encourage outdoor sports and games, which have
contributed much toward maintaining the phenomenal
health record of the school.
Ward-Belmont realizes just how much the health of
its students depends on physical conditions, and safeguards
their health in every possible way. The buildings are sanitary; the drinking water is filtered, sterilized, cooled, and
is supplied in hygienic fountains throughout the buildings;
a trained and experienced nurse has charge of a 'wellordered infirmary. Though the school has been singularly
free from communicable diseases and has never been visited
by an epidemic of any kind, yet an isolation hospital is
maintained as a guard against such an epidemic. A further precaution is the requirement that a certificate of good
health be furnished by every resident student.
Ward-Belmont realizes that in order to reach the best
mental as well as physical results, one must have good,
nourishing food. Especial care is paid, therefore, to the
meals and their preparation.
The kitchen and hakory have
the latest improvements in steam cooking, gas- and electric
appliances, and cold storage; the dining hall is commodious
and attractive.
The menus are supervised by a trained
dietitian. A diet table under the supervision of this dietitian is maintained for those whose health requires it.
In addition to the physical safeguards and the abundant
supply of wholesome, nutritious food, the regular habits and
ordered life of the school, and physical culture scientifically
adapted to the student's individual needs, are potent factors
in promoting the excellent health record of Ward-Belmont.

BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
The plan of the buildings is that of a quadrangle with
one open side. On the north side of this square are located
Fidelity, North Front, South Front, and Founders Halls
with the drawing rooms, the auditorium, and the dining
rooms; on the east, three other residence halls, Pembroke
Hall, Heron Hall and Senior Hall; on the south, the Academic
Building and the new Gymnasium. Other buildings On the
campus included in the school plant are the new High School
Building, the music practice house, the social club buildings,
P-age fifteen

WARD-BELMONT

o

the isolation hospital and the h ti g I
are handsome and ~ommodi ea m p ant. The buildings
tati
ous, an d are models'
thei
a d ap tion to school use They -, fitted'
m ' en'
d
.
are
with the
t '
prove methods of sanitation heating Ii hti
mea rmand fire escapes.
"
19 mg, ventilation,
The Academic Bnilding in classic
I .I
was completed and equipp;d in 1914 ~o onia architecture,
I.n this building are the large, well_li;ht:dc~~:s~~ $150,000.
library, the science laboratories
the
' ooms, the
studios
d th
drni
"
expressIon and art
.
,an
e a mlUlstratlOn offices, The lib'
taI~S about six thousand volumes. Under the c:aryfcon.
perJenced attendant
't·
re 0 exWith its
II h
s, I IS open at practically all hours
tables sup:~edc :~~n s~:~~:r~f u:-efer<:nce, with its readin~
it .
"
.
agazmes and dally papers
1 IS an inviting spot to the casual rd'
'
student.
This build'
I
' ea er and the serious
.
I
mg a so contams a white tiled swim
mmg poo and a gymnasiu
II
.
showers, dressing rooms, a~d~:ck:~~~pped
with apparatus,
Since the d ormiitori
ories are entirely separate from the
cIassrooms
they have a quiet,
. t h omehke
.
.'
atmosphere
The
:~S~di~~~ ~alls are all practically new, freshly fur~ished,
able and ;I~ ar~a~gements meet every demand of comfort. t
tse ne
orne life. There are ample sanitary ap
pOdmH~en and baths on every floor while in Pembrok~
an
eron Halls which
' .
,
bath betw
th ' tw
are arranged in suites, there is a
c0mmoda~en
leo
ro.oms of each suite. Each room acbureau tabSI on y. two girls, and is furnished with a rug
h
,
eCaIrssingl'
ti
"
e Iron bde 5, and, with few excep-'
Ions, separate closets All th
with abundant
I' h
e rooms have outside exposure,
sun Ig t and fresh air,
Interested parent
as only a
1 . s are requested to visit Ward-Belmont
persona Inspection ca
.
'
the way in which th
f
n grve an adequate idea of
been combined with ~hcom ort~ of a well-ordered home have
e essentials of a well-equipped school.
WOODY CREST
Instead of Eden
ld th
Belmont, the schoor~a; b e former cou~try club of WardCresha
fine old e tate een fortunate m securmg Woody
Wood~ Crest
s . ,more accessible than Edenwold.
'th'
was built for a h
hosni
Wl Privacy assured b 'ts
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acres. It was purchased just as it had been occupied, with
the furniture appropriate 'to a well-appointed home. Its
quiet and beautiful location commanding a view of the hills,
its wide verandas and spacious reception rooms, make it an
ideal country club. There are gardens with masses of roses
and peonies, and sloping lawns shaded with great oaks and
maples surround the house. The farm is large enough to
be of great value in furnishing fresh vegetables, milk and
cream to the school household.
FACULTY
While Ward-Belmont has continual pride iu her location, buildings, and equipment, yet she is ever conscious of
the fact that the real strength of any school must lie in its
teaching force. Ward-Belmont spares no expense in selecting her faculty, and in the various departments are men
and women of the highest ideals who have been educated in
standard colleges and universities of this country and
abroad, and who have had successful experience in the
classroom. In the literary work, in Music, Art, Expression,
Home Economics, and in Physical Education, the same high
standards are upheld. Ward-Belmont believes that true
education is character building, and selects her faculty with
this in mind. That the inspiration from personal touch between teacher and pupil may be kept constantly at the maximum. the school maintains the approximate ratio of one
faculty member to ten pupils. Ward-Belmont is characterized by cordial friendship and sympathetic interest in the
attitude of the faculty toward the students iu all the activities of the school.
HOME LIFE
The President and his family and many of the teachers
live in the residence halls, and their presence as constant
advisers and sympathetic friends contributes much to that
spirit of comradeship and good cheer so evident in the
school. Constant appeal is made for sincere cooperation on
the part of every student in maintaining wholesome standards of school living on the principle that kindness and confidence are more officaciousthan stringent rules. The effect,
therefore, is not one of repression, but of self-restraint,
resulting in that character development which comes with
a growing sense of obligation. Handsome parlors, attracPage seventeen
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trimmed without color of any kind. This suit must be used
for street and church and on alI public occasions. Dinner

gowns suffice for evening functions, and elaborate evening
gowns are not permitted.
No uniform is required during the school day, but the clothing worn should be simple
and suitable for school use. All boarding pupils are expected
to provide themselves with bath robe, bedroom slippers,
laundry bag, hot-water bag, umbrella, raincoat, overshoes,
walking shoes of approved design, a comfort, pair of blankets. dresser and washstand scarfs, and one trunk cover.
Trunks must be marked with full name and home address.
All articles to be sent to the laundry must be clearly marked
with the full name of the pupil. An abundant supply of
table napkins, towels, sheets, pillowcases, and bedspreads is
furnished each student at a reasonable charge for the year.
A special folder on dress will be sent on request.

LECTURES AND ENTERTAINMENTS

II

which our students c es a over the land are sources from
or taught, every effo~",:e. T~Ough ~o sectarianism is lived
the impulse toward C~s .~~ e tl~ stImulate and strengthen
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g shoes, and a black hat simply
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The presence in Nashville of great universities and professional schools insures the coming of famous lecturers and
entertainers. Lectures on a great variety of subjects, free
to the student body, are delivered during the year by men
and women who are experts on the themes they treat.
Artists of international reputation are frequently brought
to the city by Ward-Belmont and other organizations.
In
the past Ward-Belmont students have heard the following,
among other notable people:
Lectures-President

Arthur T. Hadley, E. E. Barnard, Leon H.

Vincent, Emil G. Hirsch, Russell H. Conwell, William Hawley Smith,
Lorado Taft, William J. Bryan, President W. H. Taft, President
Woodrow Wilson, United States Senator Luke Lea, Robert E. Speer,
United States Senator W. R. Webb, Dr. Carolyn Geisel, Francis E.
Clark, Bishop W. R. Lambuth, Evangelist J. Wilburn Chapman, President John Franklin Goucher, Bishop W.~. McDowell, Bishop Thomas
F. Gailor, Bishop Eugene R. Hendrix, President W. H. P. Faunce,
Dan Crawford of Africa, Henry Oldys, Camden M. Coburn (archeologist), Dr. G. Campbell Morgan, Bishop McConnell, Henry Turner
Bailey, Stephen S. Wise, William D. MacClintock, Frank Alvah Parsons, Lieutenant Delaroche-Vernet, Captain Pierre Lor-lot, General Sir
Walter Lawrence, Monsieur Cestre, Dr. Clarence D. Ussher, Dr. William Jay Hudson.
Authors-Hamilton W. Mabie, Richard G. Moulton, John A. Wyeth,
Josiah Strong, Felix Adler, George Kennan, Marion Crawford, Newell
Dwight Hillis, Lyman Abbott, Walter H. Page, J. Ward Stinson,
Page nineteen
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Ruth McEne
Elizab

,

e

th F ry Stuart, Rabindranath
< raser,
Vachel Lindsay.
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Any patron of Ward-Belmont may be consulted; and
while we confidently refer inquirers to any citizen of Nashville, we are formally anthorized to say that anyone of the
gentlemen named below will cheerfully answer inquiries:
I. Vance, D.D., Pastor First Presbyterian
Church.
George Stoves, D.D., Pastor West End Methodist Church.
W. F. Powell, D.D., Pastor First Baptist Church.
Carey E. Morgan, D.D., Pastor Vine Stree Christian Church.

James

L. C. Kirkes,
D.D., Pastor
Broadway-Hillsboro
Presbyterian
Church.
Jas. M. Maxon, D.D., Bishop Coadjutor Diocese of Tennessee.
E. C. Dargan, D.D., Secretary Baptist Sunday School Board.
E. B. Chappell, D.D., Sunday School Editor M. E. Church, South.
J. E. Clark, D.D., Editor Presbyterian
Advance and Secretary Dof
College Board of Presbyterian
Church, U. S. A.
S. H. Chester, D.O., Secretary Foreign Missions of Presbyterian
Church in the United States.
Chancellor James H. Kirkland, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University.
Walter L. Fleming, Ph.D., Dean of Vanderbilt University.
President
Bruce R. Payne, Ph.D., George Peabody College for
Teachers.
C. A. McMurry, Ph.D., Professor of Education,
George Peabody
College for Teachers.
W. D. Weatherford~
Ph.D., President SGuthern Y. M. C. A. College.
James E. Caldwell, President Fourth and First National Bank.
P. D. Houston, President American National Bank.
William Nelson, President Nashville Trust Co.
Whitefoord R. Cole, President N., C. & St. L. Railway.
W. R. Manier, Sr., Secretary Chamber of Commerce.
L

MUSIC, ART, AND EXPRESSION
In the education of girls and young women, it is important that a proper balance be maintained between Literary
subjects and the Fine Arts. In this way only can a woman
be prepared best for her mission in the world. The work
of the school in the Liberal Arts is of the highest order, and
equal emphasis is placed on Music, Art, and Expression in
all their branches, Frequent music recitals of the highest
order tend to develop.an appreciation for that which is best
in this rich field. Students are always made welcome to the
Art studios, and special exhibitions are given to cultivate
a love for the beautiful in color and form. In the School
of Expression class recitals at frequent intervals afford
Page twen.fIy·one
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splendid opportunity for development to the PlUticiP8llfli
and to the school at large an excellent means of culture. At.
tractive studios and an inspiring environment make the
work of these departments a genuine delight. The teachers
represent the best cUlture and training of this country and
Europe. They have established an enviable reputation for
Ward-Belmont as one of the distinct centers for the training
of young women in these subjects so important in the devel.
opment of >esthetictaste and temperament.
HOME ECONOMICS
The lifting of the home maker's work to its proper place
among the sciences is perhaps one of the most significant
recent educational reforms. Domestic Science and Domestic Art are now regarded as essential in a well-rounded
education for women. Responding to this progressive movement, Ward-Belmont maintains a thorough department for
the study of the home and its varied problems. A weekly
lesson in HousehOld Decoration is offered to all boarding
students without extra charge.. With its comprehensive
courses. its attractive and well-equipped laboratories, and
with its able corps of teachers, this department of practical
worth holds an established place among the most popular
activities of the school.
SECRETARIAL AND BUSINESS COURSES
To meet still further the unusual needs of the present
time, Ward-Belmont is offering special Courses in Stenography, Typewriting, Bookkeeping, and Secretarial work,
thus giving
a thorough insight into the practical fundamentals
of business.
There is a grOwing realization that in the future women
must be prepared, not only to conduct the business affairs
of the home. but also to share in the leadership of civic
affairs. and in many cases to fill positions of executive
resPonsibility or to manage their own estates.
PHYSICAL CULTURE AND PLAYGROUND
SUPERVISION
. Thorough courses are offered in Physical Education and
'~ Playground Supervision. subjects Which are being empha,
SIzedtoday as never before in education. The campus afPage twenty..tuHI
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fords opportunity for outdoor games, the gymnasium is so
equipped that exercise may be adapted to the individual
needs of the pupil, and the swimming poolis modern at every
point and free to all resident students. Trained teachers are
in charge of every feature of this department. The work
in Playground Supervision is so planned that the students
enjoy the recreation, and at the same time grasp the methods by which directed play may be made to promote health,
stimulate the intellect, and lift the moral tone of any
community.
NEW GYMNASIUM
A new gymnasium building, with every modern improvement, is now under construction, and will be completed during the winter at a cost of approximately $125,000.00. It is
beautiful and commodious, and will be devoted entirely to

the work of the department of physical education.
COURSE OF STUDY IN LIBERAL ARTS
Ward-Belmont

offers a six-year Classical Course, corre-

sponding to the four years of a preparatory school and the
Freshman and Sophomore years of a standard four-year
college. A student who contemplates entering a certain college or university after the completion of the Classical
Course should advise the Dean in advance, that the subjects
which she takes in Ward-Belmont may be those required by
that institution.
The General Course, of equal length, is provided for the
larger number who do not intend to do further collegework
after graduation from Ward-Belmont. In this course more
liberty in choice of subjects is allowed. With certain limitations, Music, Art, Expression, and Home Economics may

be included and counted toward graduation.
At the end of the first four years of the course, corresponding to the high schoolperiod, students may receive the
High School Certificate, provided the proper balance h...
been maintained by the completion of courses prescribed.
Those earning this Certificate can ordinarily complete requirements for a Ward-Belmont Junior College diploma in
two additional years; or they may be admitted without examination to the leading colleges and universities which
P(f,ge twenty-three
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admit students on certificates, provided in each case the
peculiar entrance requirements of the institution considered
have been met.
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ADVICE ON CHOICE OF SUBJECTS
It is our desire that the courses of study be clearly understood by parents and prospective pupils.
Again, it i.
important that each pupil's course be carefully planned on
the basis of work already completed, and that individual
tastes and aims be taken into account. To accomplish these
ends, correspondence and personal conference with the Dean
are cordially invited.
Prospective patrons are urged to
cooperate with us in working out a course of study in advance of the opening days of the session in order to allow
more deliberate consideration of individual needs. Plans
so made can be modified, if it seems desirable to a patron,
On the opening days of school; but further changes during
the year are usually not allowed. Continuity of effort and
the greatest advancement can in this way be secured.

APPLICATION FOR ENROLLMENT
For several years past every place in the school has been
taken some weeks in advance of the opening there has been
a long waiting list, and many who desired 'admission have
been disappointed. Therefore, we advise early application.
This appl!cation should be made on the school's special
blank, which calls for references, and must be accompanied
by a physician's certificate as to the health of the applicant.
These forms will be sent on request, and no student can be
de.fimtely enrolled until they are properly filled out, submItted to the Registrar with the enrollment fee of $25.00,
and formally accepted.
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COURSES OF STUDY
I. LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
(Preparatory courses are designated by Roman numerals; College
courses by letters. The school reserves the right to withdraw any class for which there are not as
many as ten applicants.)

ENGLISH
The importance of the department of English in both
its branches of Rhetoric and of Literature is duly recognized, and the work carefully and amply provided for by a
full corps of college- and university-trained
teachers.
Throughout the course the utmost stress is placed on writing as training for systematic work, dear thinking, originality, and the habitual and easy use of good English. The
aim of the work in Literature is to foster, through a study
of masterpieces, a taste for the best that has been written,
an admirable means of mental discipline, as well as of liberal culture.
The study of English is closely correlated
with that of other departments, including History and Languages, in order to give the student broader understanding
and to make her school work more generally and permanently valuable. Personal conferences for guidance and f~r
correction in theme work are required in all Rhetoric
courses as are memory work of selected passages and carefully prepared
reports
of supplementary
reading in
Literature.
Course I. Literature (once a week).-Study and Reading: Selections from American poetry, with special attention to Poe, Lowen,
Bryant, Whittier; Scott's Ivanhoe; Franklin's Autobiography.
Composition and Grammar (three times a week).-Review of
Grammar. Special attention given to letter writing, narration, description, and paragraphing.
Freshman, four hours a week. One point credit.
Course 1I. Literature (twice a week).-Study and Reading: (1,)
Addison and Steele's Sir Roger de CoverleyPapers; (2) Shakespeare s

P4IJe
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Merchant of Venice; (3) Coleridge's Ancient Mariner or Macaulay's
Lays of Ancient Rome; (4) Eliot's Silas Marner and Goldsmith's
Vicar of Wakefield.
Composition and Gramma'l' (twice a week) .-Review of Grammar. Continued drill in narration and description; special study of
the development of the paragraph.
Sophomore, four hours a week. One point credit.
Course 111. Lite'l'ature (twice a week) .-Study:
(1) Shakespeare's Macbeth; (2) Macaulay's Life of Johnson or Carlyle's Essay
on Burns; (3) Tennyson's Idylls of the King or Palgrave's Golden
Treasury, Books II and III; (4) Lamb's Essays of Elia.
PQI7'allelReading.-(l)
As You Like It or Twelfth Night or Midsummer Night's Dream; (2) Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum and The
Forsaken Merman or Goldsmith's Traveler and The Deserted Village;
(8) Dickens' Tale of Two Cities or Hawthorne's House of the Seven
Gables; (4) chief narratives of the Old Testament.
. .Composition (twice a week).-Study of narration, description, expoetnon, argument; special attention to development of the paragraph
and to sentence structure; review of Grammar.
Junior, four hours a week. One point credit.
Course IV. Literature (twice a week).-Study:
(1) Chaucer's
Prologue; (2) Shakespeare's Henry V' (3) Milton's Minor poems'
(~~ ~merson's Essay on Manners; ('5) Burke's Speech on Con:
eiliation or Washington's Farewell Address and Webster's Bunker
Hill Oration or Macaulay's Speeches on Copyright and Lincoln's Address at the Cooper Union.
Parallel Reading.-(l)
Shakespeare's The Tempest or Richard.
III; (2) Tennyson's The Princess; (3) The Iliad (Books XI, XIII,
XIV, XV, XVII, XXI may be omitted); (4) Thackeray's Henry
Esmond or Jane Austen's Pride and Prejudice.
Rhetoric and Composition (twice a week) .-Continued study of
~arration, description, argument, exposition' emphasis laid on gathermg an d arrangmg
'.
'
material for long expositions;
careful review of
sentence structure and paragraph development
Junior Middle, four hours a week. One point credit.
. Course A. Advanced Course in Rhetoric and Composition -Review
.
. 0 f r betori
e rIC an d composition. Review of rhetorical principles.
Dally and fortnightly themes oral and written with ' di ld I
fer
N"
,In
lVl ua contio:~ces.
.arratIon; study and practice in the short story. Exposi, analysis of such essays as those of Arnold and Ste
. Tcal papers.
venson ; err I
Required of Senior Middle students.

Two hours a week.

Course B • • Histo.....
nd D eve I opment of EngltSh
'
• t1 a
Literature.-A
survey ~our~e In English Literature preliminary to any other college
course In LIterature.
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Required of Senior Middle students. Three hours a week.
Course D. Nineteenth Centu1'y Poetry.-English Poetry from
Wordsworth to Meredith with special emphasis on Wordsworth,
Tennyson and Browning.
Prerequisite: Courses A and B. Three hours a week.
Oouree E. The English Drama.-Lectures and Library work on
development of English drama; specimens from each period studied
in class with special emphasis on Shakespeare. Selected modem
plays studied as literary expressions of present-day problems.
Open to second year college students who have completed Courses
A and B. Three hours a week.
Course M. Types of Modern Literature.-Study
of literary expressions of modern life, such as the infonnal essay, the novel, the
short story and poetry. Class discussions, lectures, and occasional
themes. Open to college students who have had English III and IV.
Not to be substituted for required English courses. Three hours a
week.

BIBLICAL

HISTORY

AND LITERATURE

The following courses of study are calculated not only

to reveal the importance of the Bible as bistory and its
excellence as literature, but also to emphasize ethical and
religious values and to discover underlying principles of
thought and action applicable to the life of today,
Course I._Elementary
Bible History.
An elementary history of the Bible, intended to acquaint the
student with leading Bible characters and events, together with the
corresponding chronology and geography.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. 'J'wo hours a week.
Half-point credit.
Course H.-The Life of Jesus.
Study of the land in which Jesus lived, its people and customs,
His work and character.
.
Sources: The gospel narratives, together with information furnished by modern scholarship concerning the history, thought, and
customs of His time.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Two hours a week.
Half-point credit.
Course A.-Old Testament History and Literature.
. .
.
The history of the Hebrews. Study of the religious, political, .so~lal
and literary development of the Hebrews, including the early ~Iblica.l
narratives, and the message of the prophets. A comprehenSIVeand
systematic course covering the entire Old Testament.
Open to College students. Three hours a week.
Page twenty-seven
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Course B.-The Life of Jesus, and the History of the Apostolic
Church.
A comparative study of the gospels as sources of our knowledge of
the life of Jesus; careful consideration of His teachings in their bearing on the social, political and religious conditions of His Own and the
present time; the history of the early church and the messages of the
apostles.
Course covers the New Testament.
Open ,to College students. Two hours a week.
Course C.-The Influence of the Bible on History and Civilization.
A study of the development of the church from the time of the
apostles to the present, giving the historical background of modern
Christendom, together with the history of the English Bible.
Open to College students who have had Course A or Course B.
Two hours a week.

HISTORY
The department of History endeavors not, merely to
make its courses count for mental discipline, but to secure
a thorough understanding of society, a comprehension of
the principles on which everyday affairs are conducted and
a training in sympathetic judgment.
The value of History
as a means of interpreting economic and social expediency
is stressed, and the practical worth of the subject is established by its intimate correlation with English, language,
art, and current events. Throughout the course, emphasis
is placed on historical geography, map drawing, notes, and
reports of collateral readings.
Course T. Greek and Roman History.-A
survey of ancient hist?T~.an~ of later history to 800 A.D. Chief attention is given to the
clvlh:atl~n of Greece and Rome, with reference to the permanent
contnbuttons these races have made to modern history.
About 500 pages of parallel reading are assigned from such sources
as ~e Greek and Roman biographers, historians, and dramatists.
pen to Freshmen, Sophomore and Junior students. Required
01 ~ol1ege Preparatory students. Four hours a week. One point
credit.
.

Co-urse II ". History of England.-The
political, social, and religelements In the growth of the English people. England's advance
as a world power and her colonial development. Parallel reading .
. Open to Sophomoreand Junior students. Four hours a week. One
pomt credit.

IOUS

C?UrS,6 1!1. A.merican History and Civics.-A rapid ·survey of the
eo.lomalperlO.d,wl~h emphasis upon American ideals and institutions,
Wlt~a more mtenslve study of the critical period the fcundine of the
national government, the Westward Expansion, ;nd the probl:ms and
Page twenty-eigk'
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movements of the nineteenth century. The forms and functions of
government are studied, with emphasis upon the ideals and defects of
today. American History first semester; Civics second semester.
Open to Junior Middle students, and, by special arrangement, to
Juniors. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course IV. Current Events.-An introductory study of presentday history through periodical literature. The aim is to keep the
student informed on important military, political, economic,scientific,
and religious affairs of the present, and to develop such intelligent
interest as will- make reading of this nature a fixed habit.
Open to all students who have had Course I or II. Two hours a
week. Half point credit.
Course A. European Hist01·y.-A course in European history from
the beginning of the sixteenth century to the present. The first
semester covers the period ending with 1814 and stresses the religious
and political evolutions. The study of nineteenth century history
during the second semester is designed as preparation for understanding of present day political and international problems.
Full parallel reading required.
Open to Senior Middle and Senior students. Three hours a week.
Course B. American Hietoru [rom 1789 to 1921.-First semester's
study extending through the period of the Civil War, emphasizing th.e
formation and later interpretation of our Constitution, also our terntorial expansion with its economic, political and international results.
The second semester, dealing with recent American history, is mainly
devoted to a study of our economic problems since the Civil War and
to tracing the expansion of the United States as a world power
through the World War.
Open to Senior Middle and Senior students. Three hours a week.

HISTORY OF ART
The value of the work in this course is twofold. It is a
part of the record of human development, and so a humanitarian and mental discipline subject, as is History proper.
It is also a study of the laws underlying artistic effect, and
as such has a distinct culture value. Both phases of the subjeet receive careful consideration.
The work is done by
means of illustrated lectures, printed outlines, reprod?ctions stereopticon slides, projectoscope, etc. Extensive
reading and individual reports required.
The rise and development of architecture, sculptu;e, and
painting from the earliest periods through the Renaissance
will be studied, with emphasis on the Greek and the
Renaissance periods.
Open to college students who have had History I or it! equivalent..
Three hours a wet!k.
PsgtS twenty-miM
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OF MUSIC

This course is one of Musical Appreciation upon a his,
torical basis, dealing with the important epochs and styles
in the evolution of Music and its relation to the kindred
arts. It aims to enable the student-not necessarily a music
pupil-to understand and enjoy the master works of the
Classic, Romantic and Modern schools of musical composition through a knowledge of the aesthetic and psychological
principles involved in their development. The practical and
also highly cultural results accruing from this study are recognized by our leading institutions. The work is given by
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of Population, Immigration, the Negro Problem, Poverty, Industrial
Organization as a Social Problem are considered.
Open to College students. First semester. Three hours a week.
One and a half hours' credit.
Course C.-The American City. This course takes up the growth
of American cities and the conditions of life and problems of cities of
today. Such questions as Housing, Conditions and Problems, Health,
Recreation, Problems of Government are considered. Comparisons
are made with some of the most successful policies and interesting
features of European and English cities.
Open to College students. Second semester. Three hours a week.
One and a half hours' credit.

means of lectures, material from text, collateral reading,

LATIN

outlines and reports on assigned topics. Abundant illustrations are given by means of the Steinway Duo-Art Pianola
and the Victrola, while the programs of visiting artists are
also studied and analyzed.

The work of the first four years in this department is
designed not only to give the student a thorough knowledge
of forms and syntax and the ability to apply this knowledge in accurate reading of the texts assigned, but also to
increase the student's vocabulary and insight into words and
develop a feeling for the structure and thought of the language. Reference readings illustrate Roman life and
Mythology. The courses of the last two years are intended

Open to college students. No musical prerequisites.
a week.

Three hours

ECONOMICS AND SOCIOLOGY

The aim of the courses in this department is to stimulate
the interest of young people in the world in which they are
living and to help them understand it.
In studying the social sciences we consider conditions
and principles that help us understand the problems that
touch our everyday lives, both directly and indirectly.
ECONOMICS
Course A.-An introductory course designed to help the student
understand the activities of society and individuals in "making a
living."
Open to second-year College students. First semester. Four
hours a week. Two hours' credit.
SOCIOLOGY

CourseA.-A general course designed to help the student understand how society has come to be what it is today and what the forces
at work are that will cause it to be different in future.
Open to second-year College students. Second semester. Three
hours a week. One and a half hours' credit.
Cou~'se B.-Social problems of today, especially with reference to
the United States. Such problems as those of the Family, the Growth
Page thirty

to secure the ends of rapid and accurate reading, an ac-

quaintance with the masterpieces of Roman Literature, and
a correct appreciation of the place of Rome in the history
of civilization.
Course T.-The Essentials of Latin. Regular first-year work.
Freshman. Five hours a week. One point credit.
Course ll.-Cresar:
An equivalent of Books I to IV. Prose composition based on text. Grammar systematically studied in eonneetion with prose.
Sophomore. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course IIf.-Cicero:
The Cataline Orations, the Manilian Law,
Archias. Prose composition based on text and syntax throughout
the year.
Junior. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course IV.-Virgil:
Books I to VI. Required reading is assigned
in mythology; prose composition: review of Gram.mar. .
Junior Middle. Four hours a week. One point eredit.
Course A.-Cicero's De Senectute. Livy: Selections. Prose composition. Practice in.reading at sight. Prosody.
Senior Middle. Three hours a week.
Course B.~Horace: Satires and Epistles; ~uvenalj Plautus and
Terence: Selected plays. Readings in Roman LIterature.
Senior. Three hours a week.
Page thirty-one
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FRENCH
The value of a good knowledge of French in studying
literature and the necessity for it in foreign travel are appreciated, and such knowledge is provided for by the experienced native teachers in this department.
Correct pronunciation is insisted upon, and facility in conversation is
acquired by constant practice.
To this end, French is the
language of the classroom, and opportunities
are given for

its use in social conversation.

The courses in French litera-
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Course C._Conversation:
A course in conversational French with
sufficient reading of good literature and composition to serve as a basis
for progress in conversation.
Open to students who have completed or are taking Course B.
Two hours a week.
Course D.-History
of French Literature from the earliest times
to the present day. Reading of authors representative of each period.
Essays, conversation and discussion in French, based on class room
work and reading.
Open to students who have completed Course III or B. Three
hours a week.
"

ture are extensive, and are made more practical by the use
of dictation. sight reading, and lectures in French on the
historical development of the language.

Course E.-Nineteenth
and twentieth century French Literature.
Extensive outside reading, reports and discussions in "French.
Open to students who have completed Course D or its equiva~ent.
Two hours a week.

Course I.-Grammar: Verbs; Sym's French Reader; Mairet's La
Petite Princesse. At least one hundred pages.
Open to Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior students. Four hours
a week. One point credit.

GERMAN

Course IT.-Grammar: Verbs; Dictation; Poetry Memorized;
French Composition; the reading of about three hundred pages from
Lavisse's Histoire de France; Gyp's Le Petit Bleu ; Dupree' Drames et
Comedies.

Open to Sophomore, Junior, and Junior Middle students.
hours a week. One point credit.

Four

Course llI.-Grammar:
Syntax; Verbs; French Composition; Dietation; Themes; the reading of about four hundred and fifty pages
from Feval's La Fee des Greves: Coppee'a On rend I'Argent.; Augier's
Le Gendre de M. Poirier; Sicard's Easy French History.
Open to Junior and Junior Middle students. Four hours a week.
One point credit.
Course A.-Grammar:
Written and oral exercises founded on
selected texts; dictation and conversation; rapid reading of about five
hundred pages from Aldrich and Foster's French Reader' Schultz's
La Neuvaine de Colette; Claretie's Pierrillee House's Three French
Comedies.
'

Open to Senior Middle or Senior students who have not studied
French. Four hours a .week. One point college credit or two pointe
preparatory.

The course in German is carefully graded and includes
both prose and poetry.
German is the language of the classroom; by memory work, abstracts, and reproductions, correct pronunciation"
is established
and appreciation and
knowledge of the literature increased.
Parallel reading is
required in Course B.
Course A.-Grammar:
Prose composition; conversation and memorizing of poetry; reading of at least two hundred and fifty pages of
German from such texts as: Hauff', Der Zwerg Nase; Storm, Immensee ; Baumbach, Waldnovellen; Wildenbruch, Das Edle Blut; Hillern, Heber als die Ki.rche ; easy plays by Benedix, Wilhelmi',or Fulda.
Open to College students who have not studied German. Four
hours a week.
Course B.-Grammar:
Prose composition; conversation, sight reading; themes based on text read; reeding of about five hundred pages
from such texts as: Schiller, Die Jungfrau von Orleans; Hauft', Tales;
Heine, Die Harzreise; Jensen, Die Braune Erica; Klenze, Deutsche
Gedichte: Scheffel, Ekkehart; Sudennann, Der Katzensteg.
.
Open to College students who have complted Course A or Its
equivalent. Three hours a week.

SPANISH

B.-Grammar completed: Composition' themes based on
rapid reading of from four to five hundred pages from
Bazin a Les OberIe; Sandeau's Mlle. de Ia Seigliere Michelet's Histofre
dSeFrance; Buffum's Contes Fran.;ais; Bouvet:s Composition and
yntax.

To meet the very general and rapidly growing demand
for the language and the literature of Spain and ~f Spanish
America as a part of school and college curricula, five
courses in Spanish are offered.

Openh to students who have completed Course A or its equivalent.
Th ree ours a week.

training

Course

text,s ,read;

o·
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C01trSe I.-Introduction

to Spanish as a spoken language! careful
in phonetics and pronunciation; connected readmg-the
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basis of vocabulary and phrase building; conversation introduced
gradually; grammar subordinated, but stressed sufficiently to insure
correct usage. Text: Wilkins' First Spanish Book.
Open to Preparatory students. Four hours.
Course n.-Methods and purposes of Course I continued; Spanish, as far as practicable, the language of the class room; a more
extended and systematic study of grammar; simple prose readings,
with dictation and conversation based thereupon. Text: Hill and
Ford's First Course in Spanish j Roessler and Remy's First Spanish
Reader.
Open to Preparatory students who have completed Course I or its
equivalent. Four hours.
Course A.-Elementary grammar and composition; memorizing of
short passages; dictation; frequent exercises in conversation, and the
uee of Spanish as the language of the class room as early as practicable; the reading of about two hundred pages from such texts as:
An approved reader, select short stories or short plays, Esrich, Fortuna; Carrion and Aza, Zaragiieta; Alarcon, El Capitan Veneno;
Altamirano, Le Navidad en las Montana.s.
Open to College students beginning Spanish. Four hours a week.

Course B.-Advanced grammar and composition; letter writing;
memorizing; dictation; conversation; the reading of about four hundred pages, including parallel reading, from such texts as: Dorado,
Espana Pintoreeoe; Frontaura, Las Tiendas; Asensi, Victoria; Selgas
y Carrasco, La Mariposa Blanca; Valera, El Paiaro Verde; Valde's
Jose; Galdos, Marianela; Ibanez, La Batalla dei Marne; Mannol,
Amalia; Isaacs, Maria.
Certain of these are read in class, others are assigned for parallel
reading.
Open to College students who have completed Spanish A or its
equivalent. Three hours a week.
Course C.-Advanced course, conducted in Spanish; Composition,
including conversation and correspondence; the reading of about four
hundred pages from such works as Moratin, El Si de las Ninas;
Galdos, Doiia Perfecta; Valera, Pepita Jimenez or El Ccmendcdor
Mendoza; Espronceda, El Estudiante de Salamanca; Caballero, Un
Servillon yun Liberalito; Calderon, La Vida es Sueno; Cervantes' Don
Quixote (Selections).
Certain of these are read in class; others are assigned for parallel
reading. Lectures will be given on the language and the literature.
Reports will be required upon readings and lectures.
Open to College students who have completed Course B or its
equivalent. Three hours a week.

MATHEMATICS

The work done in the department of Mathematics is
closely correlated with business and the physical sciences.
Page thirtv-fovr
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It is the aim also to develop in students the power and habit
of concentration, of clear, consecutive independent thinking,
and of precise expression. These aims largely detennine the
courses offered and the method of their presentation. A
constant effort is made to render the elective courses 80
valuable that they will be attractive to the average student.
Course I.-Elementary
Algebra. Algebra is approached as generalized arithmetic. Much time is spent on introductory ideas. The
following topics are treated: Positive and Negative Numbers, Fundamental Operations, Equations (with applications in Practical Problems) Factoring and Fractions.
F:eshman. Four hours a week. One point credit.
Course ll.-Algebra.
The following topics are treated: Ratio
and Proportion, Graphical Representation, Linear S~stems, Eleme~tary Treatment of Roots, Radicals and Exponents, Simple ~uadratlc
Equations, Synthetic Division, Graphical Method~,.Progressions, Logarithms, Variation, Binomial Theorem for POSItIveInu:gral ~xponents, Problems from Arithmetic, Geometry end the physical SCiences
treated algebraically.
Open to Preparatory students who have completed Course I. Four
hours a week. One point credit.
Course IlI.-Pla.ne Geometry. The step from the simp~e~geometric
discussions in Arithmetic and, Algebra to rigorously Iogteal ~emonstrative Geometry is not attempted hastily. In the beginning the
heuristic method predominates. An introductory course covers the
first four weeks. Algebra is used to supplement the Geometry. Many
original exercises are solved.
Open to Juniors who have completed Elementary Al~bra thr,ough
simple quadratic equations. FOur hours a week. One pomt credit.
Course IV.-(a)
Second semester. Solid Geometry. Lines aDdd
Planes Polyhedrons Cylinders, Cones, and Spheres are treate .
Easilyconstructed models are used in the introductory work. Frequent
references to Plane Geometry are made.
Four hours a week. Half point credit.
C
A -(1)
College Algebra. A brief review, followed bY.8
ouree
T'ngonometrv
AnalytIC
treatment
of. topics especially helpfl.
U
In
";1'
Geometry and the Calculus.
Open :.0 college students who have completed the Algebra of Course
II. Three hours a week. First semester.
(2) Plene Trigonometry.
The work consists of T~igonome.tric
dU
f Tables Solution of RIght
Functio~s and ~ormuhe, ~heory a? . se 0
obl~s of Physics and
and Oblique Triangles (WIth apphcatIons to Ic E
ti
The data
F
t·
Trigonometric qua Ions.
Surveying). Inverse unc IOns,.
.
. the field with the transit,
for several surveying problems IS obtamed.m
tape, etc.
Three hours a week. Second Semester.
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Course B.-(I)
Analytic .Geomeflry. Graphical Representation of
Points and Curves in a Plane, Detennination of the Properti-es and
Relations of Plane Curves by a study of their Equations and Graphs.
T~e Straight Line and the Conic Sections are fully investigated. The
course includes an introduction to Analytic Geometry of three dlmensiQns. Three hours a week. First Semester.
(2) Second Semester. Introduction to Differential and Integral
Calculus. Differentiation and Integration of Functions, with the usual
Geometric and Mechanical Applications.
Prerequisite to (1) and (2). Course A. Three hours a week.
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Prerequisite: Course A or its equivalent. Lecture and Laboratory,
seven hours a week. Four hours credit.
PHYSIOGRAPHY
Cou'l'se I.-An
elementary course which reviews the general features of the earth's surface and the natural forces which govern ita
formation.
Open to Freshmen and Sophomore students. Second semester.
Four hours a week. Recitation and field work. One-half unit credit.

Second Semester.

BIOLOGY

SCIENCE

, In solving the problems of everyday life, a knowledge of
the fundamental ideas of Chemistry, Physics, and the BiDlogical Sciences is absolutely essential. In offering these
courses here, the aim is to develop the powers of accurate
observation by aiding the student to gain first-hand information, to acquaint the student with modern scientific methO?S and their relation to daily living, and to lay the foundation for further work in these subjects.
CHEMISTRY

Course I.-An elementary course in the study of plants and animals. The main groups and their economicvalue to man are studied.
Open to Junior and Junior. Middle students. Two recitations, and
two two-hour laboratory and field work periods. Credit, one unit.
Course A.-Plant
and animal life; the cell as the structural unit
of life; bacteria, yeasts, moulds and other micro-organisms and their
relation to disease; important structures of plants and animals as a
foundation for the study of functions, environment and classification.
Open to college students. Lecture and recitation, three hours; field
and laboratory, four hours; credit four hours.
PHYSIOLOGY

.

Co~r8e1.-Elementcwy Chemistry. Course for beginning students,
Including a study of the common elements and their important com.
pounds.
Dpento Junior and Junior Middle students. Laboratory and Recitaticn, SIX hours a week. One point credit.
. Cour8e A.-General
ChemiBt1-y. In this course it is intended to
gIVe.the student careful instruction in the important principles of
cheml~try. All of the non-metallic and the most important of the
?Ietalhc elements are studied. The intention is to train the student
In accurate scientific thinking j to arouse in her an appreciation of
t~e laws of nature; and to set forth some of the practical applications of the science of chemistry to the many problems of life.
Open to college students. Lectures, three hours· laboratory four
hpur.s; credit, four hours.
"
Th'18 IS
. a course In
. the principles
.
f Course
h . B.~rga/nic Chem'U ..1-.
, 11'
o c emistry as applied to organic substances. The more important
ecrnpounda of each type are studied, and the attention of the student
18 condstantly.called to the application
'of organic chemistry to the
every ay affaIrS of life
Prerequisite: Course A. Lectures, three hours; laboratory, four
hours; credit. four hours.
COUT8SC. Qua,litati « A I .
tive Anal . .
. 'V
na 1/st8.-A systematic course in Qualita·
radicals. YSIS;Identification of the more common elements and acid
Page thirty-sis

Course I.-An introductory course in the study of the human body
dealing with the general structure and with the principles which govern hygienic living. Attention will be given to schoolhygiene.
Open to Freshmen and Sophomore students. First· semester. Four
hours a week. Recitation and demonstration. One-half unit credit.
Course A.-The course deals with the structure of
body, the laws according to which the body lives, how a
these laws may be avoided, the maintenance of the health
munity as well as that of the individual.
Open to college students. Recitation and Laboratory,
a week. Credit two hours.

PSYCHOLOGY

the human
violation of
of the comthree hours

AND CHILD STUDY

Course A.-An
introductory course in Psychology,giving a general
survey of the fundamental facts and laws of mind, with epplicetions
and simple illustrative experiments, followed by an introductory
course in the study of childhood, with practical applications.
Open to Seniors and certain other mature students by special
permieaion. Three hours a week.
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ADMISSION TO LITERARY COURSES
Students who have completed the usual grammar-school
grades may be admitted without examination to the Freshman Class. Those who present credentials from approved
CollegePreparatory Schools, High Schools, or Colleges may
be admitted without examination, on probation, to the
classes for which their former work seems to have prepared
them.
POINTS AND HOURS
Definition.-Preparatory
and college credit in hours.

credit is measured in points

A point is equivalent to a Carnegie unit and represents
four recitation periods of one hour each, or five periods of
forty-five minutes each, per week for a year, in a subject
ordinarily taught in standard high schools, each recitation
requiring preparation. Similarly one-half point represents
approximately two hours of recitation per week for a year
or four hours per week for one semester.
An hour represents one hour of recitation or lecture per
week for a year. or two hours per week for one semester
in a college course.
For preparatory or college credit two or more hours of
laboratory work correspond to one hour of lecture or recitation, depending upon the nature of the laboratory work.
In Music, two lessons a week for a year, one ·and onehalf hours' daily practice, and two recitations per week in
a musical science, merit one point or three hours, according
to the recommendation of the teacher. In Art, eight hours
of supervised studio work per week merit one point or three
hours, according to the recommendation of the teacher. In
Expression, four hours of prepared class work and other
,collateral and assembly work merit one point or three hours
according to the course taken.
'
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dent is four; the minimum allowed is three, and the maXi.
mum five. For the average college student a maximum of
fifteen hours of literary work is recommended.
lAnguage.-A
single preparatory year in a foreign language is given no credit unless it is followed by a second
year of work in the same language.
Special S1JJbjects.-Not more than a total of three points
and nine hours may be counted toward a diploma for work
in the Departments of Music, Art, Expression and Home
Economics. Credit is not allowed for such work completed
below third year high school. Work in Music, Art and
Expression, completed elsewhere, will be credited toward
a certificate or diploma in these special departments; but
such work will not be credited in an academic course.
Excess Preparatory Credits.-College credit will not be
allowed for a high school course in excess of those required
for college entrance, unless sufficient supplementary work
is done in Ward-Belmont to make it equal to the corresponding College Course.
Residence Requirement.-For
a certificate in the preparatory or special departments at least one full year's work
must be completed in Ward-Belmont.
For a diploma in the college or special departments at
least one full year's work must be completed in Ward-Belmont. To receive credit for advanced standing, the student
must present to the Dean proper credentials from an approved institution of junior or standard ~ollegegrade. The
college credit given will then be determmed, in no case to
exceed fifteen session hours.
COURSES LEADING TO THE WARD-BELMONT CLASSICAL
AND THE WARD-BELMONT GENERAL DIPLOMAS
PREPARATORY
FRESHMAN

CLASSICAL

Required:
English I
Latin I
Mathematics I
History I

Number Recommended._The number of points recommended as a year's work for the average preparatory stuPag6 thirty-eight
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GENERAL

Required:
English I
Mathematics I
Two points elective
Electives:
History I
.
Elementary SCience
Foreign Language
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SOPHOMORE

SENIOR
GENERAL

CLASSICA.L

English II
Mathematics
II
Two points elective

Mathematics II
Latin II
One point elective

Electives:

Electives:
History II
French

History I or II
Latin
French
Spanish
Elementary

I

Gennan I

MIDDLE-

Required:
English III
Mathematics

Science

Two points elective

Electives:
Bible I or II
History I, II, or IV
Spanish I or II

SENIOR-(SECOND
CLASSICAL

Home Economics or
Secretarial
Work.

JUNIOR
CLASSICAL

Required:

English IV
Latin IV
Electives to fulfill College

Entrance Requirements

IV
French II Or III
German II
Chemistry I

MIDDLE
GENERAL

Required:
English IV
Elective to fulfill College
Entrance Requirements

Electives:
English E
History A or B
Mathematics H
Latin B
French A, B, or C
German A or B
Psychology
Economics A
Sociology A
Biology A
Chemistry A B, or C
,

Electives:
Bible I or II .
History III or IV
Latin II, III or IV
French II or III
Spanish II
Mathematics IV
Chemistry I
Biology I
Music, Art, Expression,
Home Economics or
Secretarial
Work.

Pag.

YEAR)
GENERAL

Require?:
Required:
EnglIsh D
Latin, or French, or Gennan
Latin, or French,
or German
or Spanish
(unless gradue(unless
graduation
requiretion requirements
have been
ments have been met)
met)
Biology A or Chemistry A
Electives to aggregate
fifteen
or B \J unless taken in
hOU1!S
.Senicr Middle year)
Electives:
HIstOry ~ or .B (u~less
Bible A, H, or C
taken m Senior
Middle
English D E or M
year)
History A' or' H
Electives to aggregate
M th
ti
A
B
fifteen hours
'
L:tineAao~csB
or

Music. Art, Expression,

Mathematics

fifteen

Latin
French
Chemistry I
Biology I

History III

YEAR)

Electives:
Bible A, B, or C
English M
History A or B
Mathematics
A
Latin A
French A, B, C, or D
German A or B
Spanish A, B,' or C
History of Art
History of Musie
Biology A
Chemistry A or B
Physiology A
Sociology B or C
Music, Art, Expression, Home
Economics, Secretarial Work,
or Normal Work in Physi·
cal Education.

One point elective

Electives:

T

Eleetives:
History A- or B
French A, H, or D
German A or H
Biology A
Chemistry A

English III
Mathematics III

Electives:
History II
French
German
Chemistry I

N

GENERAL

GENERAL

Latin III

o

Required:
English A and B
Electives to aggregate
hours

Required:
III

(FIRST

M

Required:
English A and B
Latin A
Mathematics
A
Four hours elective

JUNIOR
CLASSICAL

L

E

CLASSICAL

Required:

Required:
English II

D - B

R

fortr

Pa.ge forty-one

French A, B, C or D
German A or B
Spanish A, B, or C
Chemistry A, B, or C
Biology A
Physiology A
History of Art
History of Music
Economics A
Sociology A, H, or C
Psychology A
Music, Art, Expression, Home
Economics, Secretarial Work,
or Normal Work in Physi-cal Education.
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CLASSIFICATION

The work completed at the beginning of a school year
detennines the class to which a student belongs. Four COin.
pleted points, as found in either of the two courses outlined,
give Sophomore classification; eight such points, JUnior;
and twelve, Junior Middle. If a student lacks not more than
one of the required number of points, she will be given con.
ditional classification.
For Senior Middle or college standing, fifteen completed
Points in one of the courses outlined are necessary. Of these
fifteen points, at least three must be for English (usual col.
lege entrance requirements), one for Algebra, one for Plane
Geometry. two for a Foreign Language, and one for either
a History or a Science. Completion of a regular course 01
a standard four-year high school will ordinarily meet these
conditions. Conditioned college standing will be allowedon
fourteen of the above points.
For entrance to the Senior Class, the attainment of •
Ward-Belmont Diploma at the end of the school year must
be possible.
SUMMARY

OF REQUIREMENTS
FOR
AND CERTIFICATES
CLASSICAL

ACADEMIC

of the Classical

outlined

'I

above,

including

CERTIFICATE
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A weekly class lesson in Public Speaking is offered to all boarding
students without extra charge.
The work of this department is arranged below .to ~over four
years. The Special Certificate in the School of Expression 15 awarded
to those who complete satisfactorily the first two years of the prescribed course, and the Diploma is awarded to those who complete
satisfactorily the first three years of the cou~se.
.
E
ession C is designed for students interested m advanced
creative and interpretative work, methods of teaching, platform art,
and pageantry. Diploma pupils will be given ad~antage of as much
of this training as their time and advancement WIn allow.

SECOND YEAR

Expression A, English B or M, and electives chosen.from those
offered in the Senior Middle Year of the General Academic Course to
aggregate fifteen hours.
THIRD

The High-School Certificate is awarded to students who have eempleted fifteen preparatory points in the Classical or General Course-that is, the work through the Junior Middle year-and who have met
the following requirements: Three or four points English (to include
Co~rse IV); two points Foreign Language; one point History or
Soenee; two points Mathematics (to include Course III). Not more
than three points will be allowed for work in such subjects as Music,
Art, Expression, Home Economies, Stenography, Typewriting.

',.,

L

This department offers to the special and general student an oppcrtunity for thorough and scientific training in
Expression. Its aims are: To help the st~~e~t to "fi.OO
herself" and to realize her powers and poesibiiities; to grve
such training as will develop her indiv.iduality;.to train the
voice and body to act in coordination WIththe mmd; to teach
the student how to think sanely and strongly, how to read
intelligibly and effectively; to teach her to represent a ch~racter without effort; to prepare young women for effective
work as readers and teachers of Expression.

DIPLOMA

Fifteen Preparatory Points and Thirty College Hours
Completion of the General Course outlined above, including English A and Bj four years of Foreign Language; Mathematics III;
four bours of College Science or three hours of College History.
HIGH-SCHOOL

E

II. SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION

Eng'-

Usb A, B, and D Latin A, Mathematics A, two points or three hours
of French or Gennan, three hours of College History and four hours
of College Science.
GENERAL

D - B

FIRST YEAR

J

I

R

Expression IV, English IV, and sufficient electives to aggregate
fifteen points of High School work.

DIPLOMA

Course

A

DIPLOMAS

Fifteen Preparatory Points and Thirty College Hours
Completion

w

YEAR

.
B English D or E and electives chosen from those
E xpreSSlOn
,
,
. C
t aggreoffered in the Senior Year of the General Academic curse 0
gate fifteen hours.
DESCRIPTION

OF COURSES

.
W or.k (a) Principles off Training:
Expression IV.-F1.rst·Year
the voice
di
ith
ference
tod goodtomimic
use 0 problems:
Qualities of voice; rea mg WI
re
.
and direct expression of the thought; VOIcea!1 .pan freedom of the
.
. an d bearing' , exercise for
harmonic gymnastics;
poise
body from constriction.
'tal to
.
E xtempor
"n
aneous speaking;
s
(b) Creative Expresston:
d I reci
freedom
.
ti
h rsals in farce to eve op
develop personality: drama IC re ell.
t lling) . informal recitals.
in thinking; beginnings of literature (story- e 1
,
Open to students above the Sophomore Class.
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Extyression A.-1. Principles of Training: Quality of v' ,
,
Dice, . re-.
sponsiveness,ease,
purlit y, an d m ell owness; oral English' panto
bl
ti
hId
itici
,mmue
d
pro ems; rama ic re earsa an crrncism ; harmonic gymn f .
dramatic thinking (Shakespeare); Browning and the monologu:~les,
2. Creotiee Work: Dramatic interpretation and training'
th
.
. tiIOn; sto ry· t eII"
.
rmagina
mg; lite
1 rary mterpretation;
platform art.In d e
matic rehearsal (comedy); pantomime in problems and readin ' raOpen to college students.
gs,
Expression 8.-1. Principles of Training: Voice training' r
fn conversation
conversati
,eso-d
nance; use 0fvoice
·VOIceIn
and narration;
visible speech
~rticuI~tion; dramatic rehearsals (comedy); development of imagi~:.
tiODj rise of the drama; epochs of literature.

1I

. ~. Creative Worlc: Impersonations in Browning's m,onologueand
ongmal arrangements from modern literature or drama; vocal inter,
pretation of the Bible; drill on methods; pantomimic problems
rehearsals; modem drama; public presentations of original arrangements.

.:d

3. Public Speaking: Training in three-minute speeches on topic.
of interest.
Open to college students who have completed Expression A.
. Expre8sion' C.-I. Interpretative
Expression:
Primary forms of
literature, fables, folk stories, allegories, lyrics, old ballads, convereation, and story-telling. One hour a week.
2. Creative EX'P1",ession:Interpretation of forms of poetry or ot
mode.m drama. This course is similar in design to Expression C.-l,
and 18 opened to students of the same maturity.
One hour a week.
3. Creative Expres8ion: A study of dramatic thinking; the f6rm3
o~ the drama; d~amatic rehearsals from the sixteenth, eighteenth,
?meteenth .centurles, and modern plays; impersonations or platfonn
Interpretation and a study of the monologue. One hour a week.
..
. 4 ' V'Otce Tramtng:
Harmonic gymnastics; practical problems for
VOIce,body, and imagination. This course is designed for public
sch~1 teachers or for those purposing to become such, for those
~ctIvelyengaged in club work, or in any position where public speaking
IS a necessity. One hour a week.

~. Pageantry: Community feativalse correlation with history
mU~lc,art, fo.lk d~ncing, and domestic ~rt; the development of aIl~
&'Oncaland hIstorical pageantry. One hour a week.

III. SCHOOL OF ART
.

The creative pewer, which, in a greater or less degree,
the possession of every human soul should be recognized
and,cu~tivated, and that appreciation developed which is the
begmm?~ of all growth of Art. The study of Art involve,
the trammg of the eye, mind, and hand, and that exerci,e
IS
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of both skill and judgment which makes for power in an individual and creates efficiency, no matter what the calling
may be. Thus understood, the study of Art should have a
place in every liberal education. The Ward-Belmont studios
. are in the new Administration and Academic Building, and
embrace five large rooms with excellent light, Students of
college advancement, specializing in Art, are seriously
advised to elect History and Appreciation of Art as one of
their literary subjects, In every branch of the School of
Art the object is to make the pupil proficient and to give her
a foundation upon which she can build, The methods of
instruction are varied, and are such as have been found to
be the most efficient in developing the possibilities of each
student. and in giving her the means of artistic self-expression. The student is taught to use and develop her innate
ability; she is taught to recognize ideas and to evolve them,
to see facts, and to express them according to principles as
well as to feelings, Stress is laid on the fact that intellect
is more 'essential than sentiment in art expression.
1. Costume Design.-The
work in Costume Design is planned to
give the student. a knowledge of the application of the principles of.
design to clothes. Every woman not only wishes to be but should be
ap.propriately dressed. If she thoroughly understands line, color, and
value, she will be able to use what she has to the best advantage. The
work in this course is in two parts: (1) the designing of elothee and
(2) the preparation of these designs for reproduction in magazines.
II. Interior Decoration.-The
work in interior decoration is designed to meet the needs of those who wish to plan their houses conveniently, decorate them with suitable colors, and select and arrange
the furniture artistically and usefully. The principles of mechanical
drawing, the theory of color, and periods in furnishing are studied.
The pupils work out various problems in the arrangement and decoration of rooms.
lII. Poster Adve;tising.-One
of the most useful branches of modern art is that of Poster Advertising. It embodies not only so.me
knowledge of psychology but also thorough familiarity with deSIgn
and color. Poster Advertising is closely related to other '!orms of art
expression. At present posters are a widely used medlU.m of communication between the government and the people; at all times pos:er
advertising is essential to business. The student is ~ug~t to welgh
the value of various ideas and to express the chosen ldea. 10 an e~ec~
ttve and pleasing manner.
N. Outdoor Sketcking.-The
campus offers ample opportunities
for outdoor sketching. Application is made of the principles of com·
position, vpolues,pers.Jlective. and color.
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V. Teztile Designa.-There is an ever-increasing demand in America for good textile designs, and the making of these designs is not
only an interesting but a very profitable side of art work. Th.
course includes a study of the various kinds of repeats and their
application to silk, cotton, and woolen fabrics.
VI. Life Drawing.-The costumed model is used in the life draw.
After becoming familiar with their materials, students are
encouraged to begin work in this most interesting branch of Rep..
sentative Art. The models are posed to help the pupils in the stud,.
of both composition and illustrations.

ing class.

IV. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The Ward-Belmont School of Music possesses the combined virtues of the Belmont School of Music and the Ward
Conservatory, both of which had long been the objects of
the high praise and the generous patronage of educated
musicians both in and out of Nashville. It is more than a
complete modern Conservatory of Music; it offers to music
students what all of them need-supplementary
work in
English, Literature, and the Modern Languages. The "mere
musician," the talented player or singer who lacks general
education, will be tomorrow more than ever before at a

disadvantage, and will be regarded as just so much less a
musician. The best musical educators are agreed that general mental discipline should not precede, but should continuously accompany, musical studies;

I

II
I

I

and schools of music

are seeking what we have already at hand-intimate
aftilia·
tion with literary classroom work. Under our system, musical study and practice are not allowed to suffer or be crowded
out, but the student is shown how she may become both a
cultured woman and a thorough musician. Our musical
faculty is now probably the largest and most expensively
maintained one in any school for girls in America. No
teacher is chosen who has not had the best of advantages,
most of them in both this country and Europe, teachers who
have supplemented graduation from the leading conservatories with years of special study under the recognized masters of two continents. All of them are tested teachers.
Piano, Voice, Violin and certain other stringed instruments;

Pipe Organ, Theory, Harmony, Composition, History and
Appreciation of Music, Interpretation,

Ear Training, Sight

Reading. and Chorus, Ensemble and Orchestral Worl',
Repertoirs and Memorizing, and Faculty, Student and
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Artist Recitals-all, and more, take their appropriate places
and contribute to the creation of a wholesomeand inspiring
musical atmosphere. Such an atmosphere is possible nowhere except in a large school where musical education is
seriously undertaken by a faculty composed of tested professional musical educators. Frequent student recitals are
given, as are recitals and lectures by the faculty and other
eminent musicians. Pupils may attend the best concerts in
the city. Operas are frequently given by excellent companies. and the world's greatest artists appear in Nashville
from time to time. The immediate and convenient value of
these advantages at our own door will be the more apparent
when it is known that our students may have throughout the
season the great musical entertainments, but a very few of
which other Southern schools can enjoy, and these only by
means of travel and additional expense from the smaller
towns into the city. Certificates and diplomas are conferred
for finished work in this School.
Eighty new pianos, including eight Steinway Grands
and a Steinway Duo-Art Pianola, have been purchased
within tbe last few years.
Instruction is not offered in Mandolin, Banjo or Guitar.
Boarding students specializing in Musie, Art, Expression, or Home
Economics are required to take at least one literary course.
Theory is required of all music students in the boarding depart-ment who have not previously completed the equivalent of Theory 1.
Credit for Theory I, if taken elsewhere, will be granted only on the
basis of an examination. Those who have such credit will be assigned
one of the following: Theory n, Harmony, Counterpoint, History and
Appreciation of Music, Ear Training.

CURRICULUM

OF THE SCHOOL OF MUSIC

CERTIFICATES AND DIPLOMAS

Beginning with 1921-22 no one may apply for a certificate or
diploma who has not completed the equivalent of fifteen high school
points.
.
Pupils desiring to become candidates for Certificates and Diplomas
must announce themselves through their respective teachers not later
than October 20.
There will be held between February 1 and 15 and between May 1
and 15 examinations on the requirements for Certificates and Diplomae.
The candidates must in February stand an examination before the
music directors on one-half the technic required and one-half the unmemorized repertoire. An examination of the remaining half of the
requirements must be taken between May 1 and 15.
Page forty-seven
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Candidates' for Certificates and Diplomas must appear in public
recital at 'least three times during the session.
COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE

IN PIANO

Tecknic.-Major Scales.played with both hands in parallel motion
through four octaves (minimum speed, 4 notes to M. M. 112) ,; Thirds
Sixths, and Tenths, and contrary motion (speed, 4 notes to M. M. 100):
2. Minor Scales: Harmonic and Melodic, played with both hands
in parallel motion (speed, four notes to M. M. 100).
3. Scale of "e," illustrating varied rhythms and legato, staccato,
and portamento touches.
4. Chords: Major, Minor and Diminished Triads, Dominant and
Diminished Sevenths, all with added octaves.
6. Arpeggios in various forms on Major and Minor Triads; Dominant and Diminished Seventh Chords.
6 Double Thirds: Major Scales (each hand alone) ..
7. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales; all Tonic Triads.
Piano Compositions.-Four complete Sonatas; fifteen Cramer studies; twelve Bach inventions, at least four of them three-part; twelve
Czerny studies; eight Chopin preludes; four selections from Schumann; four Mendelssohn's "Songs Without Words"; four modern or
semi-classical pieces.
Harmony.-A candidate for the certificate must be thoroughly
familiar with the major and minor modes (harmonic and melodic)j
intervals; the construction of triads and seventh chords, their inver.
sions and thorough bass figures. The candidatemust
be able to recognize, by sound, fundamental position of triads and dominant sevenths,
and to transpose any succession of triads (not containing a modulation) •

HiswT1J 01 Musk-The

candidate for the certificate must have had
one year of History of Music, and must have acquired a musical
vocabulary embracing the musical terms in common use and their
abbreviations.
Ear Training and Solleggio.-The candidate for certificate must
have had one year in Ear Training and Solfeggio.

Sight Readtng.-The candidate for the certificate must be able to
play at sight: hymnsj either part of a moderately difficult duet
(Kuhlau or Diabelli Sonatinas, for instance); accompaniments for
moderately difficult songs or violin solos.
PIANO

CERTIFICATE

1. Technic as stated in paragraphs

EXAMINATION

1-7, above.

2. Unmemorized Repertoire._One complete Sonata; one movement
of a ~on~ta, to have been prepared without any assistance; two polyphonic PIeces, one of them a three-part invention' one Cramer stuily;
one Chopin prelude; one selection from Schumann: one Czerny study;
one of Mendelssohn's "Songs Without Words!'
'
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3. Memorized Repertoire.-One
movement of a Sonata; one Bach
inventionj four modern or semi-classical pieces.
4. Sight Reading.-Hymnsj
Clementi and Diabelli Sonatinas; an
easy accompaniment for a song.
COURSE OF STUDY

FOR CERTIFICAirE

IN VOICE

Technic.-Major and Minor Scales; Major and Minor Arpeggiosj
scales,crescendo and diminuendo; crescendo and diminuendo on single
tones: illustrations of legato and staccato singing; scales in triplets.
Vocal Compositions.-Studies from Vaccai, Sieber, Behnke, Salvatore Marchesi, Concone, Lamperti; two operas, two oratorios, ten songs
from the Italian, German, French, and English schools.
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly even 'in its
scale, free from tremolo or other serious imperfections. The intonetien must be pure and accurate, and the breathing must be
diaphragmatic.
Sight Reading.- The candidate must be able to sing at sight any
part of a given hymn, any song not containing distant modulations;
must be able to play hymns and accompaniments to moderately difficult songs on the piano; and must have finished the third grade in
Piano.
The requirements for Harmony, History of Music, Ear Training,
and Musical Vocabulary are the same as in Piano.
The candidate must have attended the chorus rehearsals for at least
one year.
VOICE

CERT.IFICATE EXAMINATION

1. Teohnic as stated above.
2. Unanemorieed: Repertoire.-Two
studies from Vaccai, two from
Salvatore Marchesi, two from Concone. Two songs, one selection from
an opera and one from an oratorio.

3. Memorized R~ertoire.-One
from an oratorio; eight songs.
COURSE

selection from an oper-a and

OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE

ORe

IN VIOLIN

Technic.-1.
Major Scales, two and three, and Minor Scales, two
octaves (minimum speed, four notes to M.M. 100).
d
2. Scales illustrative of legato, spiccato, martele, staccato,- an
long-held tones crescendo and decrescendo.
h
and
'
.
rhyt ms an
3. Arpeggios: Grand, two and three octaves; varroue
bowings.
.
.
0 2 Vol II
4. Schradieck violin technic. Sevcik Bowing Studies, p.,
. •
,
(b'
the seven positions).
Violin Compositions.-Suc. solos em racing
at f Con
one of which must be a principal movement (firat or la ) 0 I' land:
, 'd
B . to
another o f aqua s
eerto by Rode, Kreutzer. Viotti, e error, r
th elassic comard: one complete Sonata by -N ar dirm, Ta,rtini or 0 erf
Son.t ..
•
,
1·
movements
rom
poser; four other standard clasaica pieces or
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or Concertos; ten smaller concert pieces', and se I ec tiIOns from
by Mazas, Kayser, Kreutzer, and Fiorillo.

Sight Reading.-The

T

Stud,' ..

candidate must be able to play at ei ht d

by Pleyel, Viotti, or sonatas of the same grade of diffi It 19
nets
'd
ell y.
The can d1 ate must have studied Mazas
•.•Op 36 V]as. I andII
lJ on t( prepara to ry to Kreutzer},
and Kreutzer
Studies
'
The requirements in Harmony, History of Music andE
T "
are the same as in Piano.
•
ar rainIng
The candidate

must have attended

orchestra

or ensernbl

CERTIFICATE

2:

. 3. Memorized RepertQire.-One movement
eipal movement of a Concerto. four modern
,
4. Sight Reading.-Easy
duets of Pleyel,

of
S
.
.
a l-class ~ one prmor serm-c assical pieces.
Viotti, etc.

COURSE OF STUDY FOR CERTIFICATE
Technic.-The requirem
t '

IN PIPE

ORGAN

technic are the same as
and Arpeggios is adapted

f

or special

technic

is con-

h
Ife ssohn,sorter
preludes and fugues of Bach;
Guilmant, Merkel, Rheinberger or

Organ Compositions -E' ht

two sonatas of eith
a modern com
er.

M

en

d

ORGAN

Organist; ten ;::~~~r~l:o:lect~o,ns
from EddY'~ Church andDoncert
English F
h
,pOSItIons, five of WhICh must be by modern
, rene and American composers.

HarmonY._A candidate f
th
.
.
familiar with th M '
or
e certIficate
must be thoroughly
Intervals. the co~st aJot~ and Minor Modes (harmonic
and melodic);
.
'
rue Ion of Triads
nd S
th Ch d
'
mversionsj and must be abl t
a.
even
or s and their
melodies both in wrlti
e 0 harmomze
figured basses or given
related keys' to rec 1 I~g and at the keyboard;
to modulate between
and Domina~t Seve:~mze, dby sound, fundamental
positions of Triads
Dominant Sevenths (s;n
to ~r~nspose any Succession of Triads and
.
no contaInIng distant modulations).
Stght Reading._The cand'd
play at sight the f II'
1 ate for the certificate
must be able to
'tah]
0 owmg: hymns
arr'
d
'
'
SUI
Y for eongregati
I ' .'
angmg an
reglstermg
them
ments for anthem,
d onla sIngIng; moderately
difficult accompanian soos'shrtt·
a quartette in Vocal
,0
rlOS for two manuals
and pedals;
score, four staves in G and F clefs.
The candiPage fifty
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one movement
or instruction;
three

stated

preludes and fugues of Bach:
of a Sonata, to be prepared withstandard compositions.
standard

composition.

above.

COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADUATION IN PIANO
Technic,-Major
and Minor Scales, with both hands in parallel
motion through 4 octaves (speed, 4 notes to M.M. 132); Thirds, Sixths,
and Tenths, and contrary
motion (speed, 4 notes to M.M. 132).
2. Diatonic and Chromatic
Scales in velocity and varied rhythm;
also scales illustrative
of the legato, staccato, and portamento touch.
3. Chords:
Major,
Minor and Diminished
Triads;
Dominant,
Minor, and Diminished
Seventh Chords; all with added octaves.
4. Arpeggios on Major, Minor, and Diminished Triads; Dominant,
Minor, and Diminished
Seventh Chords; in all positions.
6. Double Thirds and Sixths; Major and Minor Scales (each hand
alone) ; Chromatic Minor Thirds.
6. Octaves: Diatonic and Chromatic Scales; Arpeggios of Major
and Minor Triads and Chords of the Seventh.

Piano Compositions.-Two
complete sonatas, one to be prepared
without assistance;
one complete concerto; four preludes ..and fugues
from "The Well-Tempered
Clavichord";
at least half a Bach partite
or suite; eight selections from Chopin; six selections from Schumann;
twelve selections from Czerny, Op. 740, or Clementi's "Gradus ad
Pamassum";
eight selections from Moscheles; three selections from
Liszt; six selections from modern or semi-classical composers.
Harmony.-The
candidate for graduation must be able to recognize
at sight and to name all kinds of Triads, all kinds of Chords of
Sevenths Chords of Ninths
and augmented Chords in compositions;
to reco~ize
by sound all kinds of Triads and their inversions, the
Dominant Seventh and its inversions; to harmonize any melod~ not
containin ... distant
modulations
by means of Triads and Dommant
b
·ti
not
Se:venths; to transpose
any hymn or any ordinary compost on
containing

distant

modulations.
candidate for graduation must have ~~
of Histo~
of Music, and must have acquired a mUSlC

Hirlory of Music -The
two years
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2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-Two

4. Sight Reading,-As

I

CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION

above.

8. Memorized Repertoire.-One

complete
Sonata by Nardini
'I'ertinl, or other classic composers; one movement of
S
t
'
been p
d
ith
a ona a, to have
repare
WI
out any assistance'
two other stand
d .
:ovementls fro~ Concertos; one Kreutzer
Study; one Fi::ill~l~:~d~~
ree sma ler pieces of concert grade.
'

in Piano exc ti
en s 10 manual
to the'
ep Idngthat the range of Scales
organ an that the min'
d
siderably lowered.
rmum spee

PIPE

1. Technic as stated

out assistance

~nmemorized Repertoire.-One

E

date must also be able to transpose
a hymn or chant one tone above
or below the original key.
The requirements
in History of Music and lEar Training are the
aame as for Piano.
The student must have an adequate knowledge of the construction
of the Pipe Organ, and must have had at least one half year's experience in Church or Chapel service playing.

one complete Sonata;

EXAMINATION

1. Technic as stated above.
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for at least one session, must be able to play on the pia
e practle:!!
ments t
1
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no accompam_
. 0 s~ as 0 rno era e difficulty, and must have finished th
thi d
grade 10 Plano.
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abbreviations.
Ear Training.-The
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must
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and their

have had two

years in Ear Training.

as stated in paragraphs 1~6above.

2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-One
fugue or a difficult movement
one selection from Schumann;

complete
Sonata;
one Bach
of a suite; one selection from Chopin;
one selection from Czerny or Graduaj

one selection from Moscheles; one selection from Liszt
from a modern or aemi-claseical composer.

j

one selection

3. Memorized Repertoire.-One
principal movement of a Concerto
and one complete Sonata; one prelude and fugue or two difficult movements of a Suite or of a Partita;
one selection from Chopin; one selection from Schumann;
six selections from modern or semi-classical
composers.

COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADUATION IN VOICE
Teehnic.-Major and Minor Scales; Major and Minor arpeggios
at a greater speed than required for certificate;
double octaves with

j

a semi-tone crescendo and diminuendo;
one phrase of ascending and
descending turns; scales in seconds, triplets,
and fourths;
trills illuetrations of staccato and legato singing; chromatic
scales.
Vocal compositions, Studies from Mathilde
Marchesi,
Panofka,
Lamperti. "100 Vocalises for All Voices, Selected from Famous Composers," by Eduardo Marzo; two operas, two oratorios
besides those
studied for certificate,
fourteen
songs from the Italian,
German,
French, and English schools.
The candidate must present a clear voice, perfectly
even in its
scale, free from tremolo or other serious imperfections,
the intonation
must be pure and accurate, and the breathing
must be diaphragmatic.

Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to sing at sight any
part of a hymn, any song not containing distant modulations,
and be
able to play hymns and accompaniments
to more advanced songs on
the piano.
The candidate for graduation
in Voice must have finished the
fourth grade in Piano.
The requirements
in Harmony, History of Music, Ear Training,
and Musical Vocabulary are the same as in Piano.
The candidate must have attended the chorus rehearsals
for two
years.
VOICE DIPLOMA

1. All Technic as stated
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Vocalises," one selection from an opera and one from an oratorio,
aria prepared without assistance,
four songs.
S. Memorized Repertoire.-One
ten

selection

from

an opera

one

and one

songs.

COURSE OF STUDY FOR GRADUATION

IN VIOLIN

Technic.-1.

PIANO DIPLOMA EXAMINATION

I,

A

from an oratorio;

Sight Reading.-The candidate for graduation
must be able to
play at sight most of Mozart's Sonatas and the easier ones of Haydn.

1. Technic.-All

w

EXAMINATION

above.

2. Unmemorized Repertoire.-One study from Mathilde Marchesi,
one from Lamperti, one from Panofka
and one selection from "100
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Major
Scales, two and three octaves, and Minor
Scales two octaves (minimum speed, four notes to M.M. 120); Minor
Scales' also in three octaves, not necessarily
so fast.
2. Scales illustrative
of legato, spiccato, martele, and long-held
tones crescendo and decrescendo.
.
3.' Major Scales in varied rhythms and bowings,
4. Scales, one octave, in Third's, Sixths, and Octaves.
.
5. Arpeggios:
Grand, two and three octaves; various bowinga ..
6. Arpeggios on Dominant and Diminished Seventh Chords, two
octaves.
7. Sevcik bowing

'
and technical

studies.

Violin Compositions.-Two
complete Sonatas by Handel, Viotti,
Nardini, etc., one to be prepared
without assistance;
one complete
Concerto by Wieniawski,
Vieuxtemps,
etc; one complete B~ch Sonata;
five large concert numbers;
at least ten smaller concert pieces, representing the classical, semi-classical,
and romantic s~ho.ols.
The candidate
must have studied Kreutzer,
Fiorillo, Rode, De
Beriot, together
with complementary
technic mentioned above.
Sight Reading.-The
tas by Haydn

and

candidate must be able to play at sight SonaMozart, the less difficult Sonatas by Beethoven,

and other violin music of similar
The requirements
in Harmony,

grade.
History

.
of Music, and Ear Tram-

ing are the same as in Piano.
The candidate must have attended orchestra and ensemble reh~arsale for at least one session, and must be able to play on the plano
accompaniments
to more difficult solos.
The candidate
for graduation
in Violin
fourth

.
must

:Ii • h d th
have

nIB

e

e

gi-ade in Piano.
VIOLIN

1. All TechniG as stated

DIPLOMA EXAMINATIONS

above.

.
.
studIed WIth a
c°:ft~out
assist~nce; one Bach
teacher;
one complete Sonata. studied.
d modern composers;
Sonata;
five concert selections by c~as~lcal an
and De Beriot.
selection from studies of Kreutzer, Flonllo, Rode,
.
. . al movement of a Bach
S. Memorized Repertotre.-One
prmcldP d Co certc by Wieniaw·
..
1
ementof
a stan ar
ncerw,
. I
Sonata; one prmcrpa
mov
rt'
representing classlca ,
ski, Vieuxtemps,
Bruch, etc.; ten eonce
pieces,
semi-classical,
and modern schools.
.
'.
be able to play at SIght a
4. Sight Reading.-The candldatebm~~zas,
Viotti. Spohr, ete.
movement from a Sonata, or duets
y

.
2. Uwmemorieed Repertotre.-On~
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IN PIPE ORGAN

Technic.-The requirements in manual technic are the same as .
Pianc, excepting that ~~ range of Scales and Arpeggios is adap~
to the organ. The rmmmum speed for pedal technic (Seales and
Arpeggios) is considerably lowered.
Organ Compositions.-Two advanced preludes and fugues and two
chorales of Bach; two sonatas of either Mendelssohn, Guflmant, and
Rheinberger, or one sonata and a symphony of Widor; ten standard
compositions,five of them by modern English, French and American
composers.
Harnwny.-The
candidate for graduation must be thoroughly familiar with all kinds of chords; be able to harmonize any figured baSI
or any given melody; to modulate between any given keys in various
ways; to improvise preludes and interlud~s freely or upon a given
theme; to transpose any hymn or any ordinary composition not containing distant modulations; to recognize by Bound all kinds of Triads·
and their inversions and the Dominant Seventh and its inversions.
Sight Reading.-The candidate must be able to play at sight trios
of intermediate grade for two manuals and pedala; short selections
of vocal. score in four staves in C, G and F clefs; to transpose a
short passage in reduced score to any key within a Major Third above
or below the original; to make an effective adaptation of piano
accompaniment.
The requirements in History of Music and Ear Training are the
same as in Piano.
PIPE

ORGAN DIPLOMA

EXAMINATION

1. Technic as stated above.
2. Unmemonzed Repertoire.-Two
preludes and fugues of Bach;
one complete sonata; one movement of a sonata Or equivalent to be
prepared wit~out assistance or instruction; two standard compo~ition8.
3. M.6m01"izedRepertoire.-Two
standard compositions.
4. Stght Reading as stated above.
DESCRIPTION OF THEORETICAL AND HISTORICAL
THEORY (MUSICAL ESSENTIALS)

COURSES

. COU1'seI.-In or-der to provide fitting instruction in the first essentIals of
'.
.
.
. music for b egmners,
or pupils who have pursued musical
in~truc~on but for a short time, a special theory class is organized
m which the neceesa
"
. .
ry ru dilmentary knowledge may be acquired,
The
pupil IS :aught the rudiments of music by keyboard and blackboard
~ork. WhIChsupplements the music lesson and greatly aids and stirnetes progre.ss. A thorough lmowledge of the material covered will
~o.undof Invaluable aid in many practical ways-stimulating the
PUdPIl
s progress and furnishing a musical foundation without which
a vancement in the seq 1" "
f
'
T ..
"
u nng 0 a musical education is impossible.
rammg IS gIven in Notation S·
Rhythm r te
' 19ns, S eale Formation, Keys, Meter,
, n rvals, Tenns, etc., the aim being to familiarize the pupil

:e

j
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with the essentials of musical lmowledge. Te:x;t: Tapper's First Yea,
Theory.
Two half hour periods per week.
Course Il.-This
course is a continuation of the first co~rse in elementary theory. It is open, however, to more mature .muslc stud~ta
who have had no previous theory :work. The ~~rk ecnsista of ~te~al
from text, music writing, dictation, ear tratning, The subiecta melude Notation, Symbols, Meter, Scales, Keys, Intervals, Chorda,
Terms Elements of Form, Embellishments, Abbreviations, the orchestral Instruments, etc. Text: Marvott's Essentials of Music.
Two half hour periods per week.

EAR TRAINING

AND SOLFEGGIO

Discriminative hearing is indispensable to a musical educatio~, and
must precede or accompany all lines of music study. The aim ?f
this course is to teach the pupil to think in tones and ~ so tram
the ear and the musical feeling that one may learn to SIDg, name,
write, and play what is heard; and to recognize and appreciate n~t
only the melodic effects of music, but the harmonic and rh~hmlc
also. No other branch of music study will be found so helpful 10 the
acquiring of proficiency in reading and hearing music as that of ear
training. Sight singing accompanies the work througho~t the year.
Beginning with simple intervals and phrases, the solfeggto work progresses by easy stages until difficult passages can be read With fluency.
Course I.-Rudiments.
Notations. Recognition by ear of the diatonic intervals of the Major and Minor scale. Solfeggio exercises in
simple notation and rhythms; dictation exercises; simple. m~ters an~
rhythmic units; melodies in Major and Minor chromatic lDterval~,
Major and Minor Triads; simple mcduletlonj exercises and songs In
one and two parts.
Two half hour periods per week.
Course II.-Review
of intervals. Recognition by ear ?f. ~~:
and Minor Triads and their inversions; dominant and dtmint •
Seventh Chords' dictation exercises; melodies involving chromatic!
and
and modulations', compound meters, comp Iex r hythmic patterns
.
.
exerclse1
syncopations. All, sevenths and al tere d ch or,ds: sight singtng
.
the
in two, three, and four parts; songs and vocal selections from
standard choral literature.
Two half hour periods per week.
HARMONY
Th··
first year course in EleCourse I.-Beginning Harmony.
IS IS a
d tudy Beetn"
ti
fo more advance s
. domi6~'
mentary Harmony in prepara Ion r
...
I th triads and their mversIons,
ning with scales, keys, interv~ S,' • e
. in writing from easy
nant seventh chords. ExerCIses 1D ear tralD g, dulation' keyboard
.
. I transposition an d mo
- ,
melodIes and basses; slmp.e
k
tical application of
tra~ning in which the puptl learns to rna e prac
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the material studies. Text: Tapper's First Year Hannony. Open to
students who have completed Theory.
Two hours a week.
Course A.-Intermediate Harmony. This is a first year COurse for
more advanced students than Course I, and is required of all certifi.
eete applicants. Intervals, triads and their Inversions] chords of the
Dominant and Diminished Seventh, their inversions and resolutions'
Cadences, modulations, chord connections in four part hannony in
close and dispersed positions. Stress is placed upon the hermonization of melodies. Figured and unfigured basses are also presented.
Practical application at keyboard; simple compositions analyzed;
original work. Text: Chadwick's Harmony, and refer-ences to stand.
ard treatises.
Open to students who have completed theory and are doing their
lest year's work for certificate in music.
Three hours a week.
Course B.-Advanced Harmony required of all Diploma Applicants.
Secondary and Diminished Seventh Chords; Chords of the Ninth'
Chromatically Altered Chords; Augmented Chords; Cadences; Ex:
tranecue Modulation; Suspensions; Passing and Changing Notes,
Organ Point; Forni, Analysis. The work consists of written exercises involving the harmonization of melodies, chorale, figured and
unfigured basses; the contrapuntal treatment of a given subject;
original work and the analysis of material from the great composers.
Text: Foot and Spalding's Modern Harmony. Treatises referred to
Include those of Chadwick, Norris, Prout, Goetschius, Jadeaeohn,
Reber, Dubois, and others.
Prerequisite, Course A. Two hours a week.
CourslJ C.-Harmonic Analysis. A study of the forms and hermonicmaterial used by the composers of the past and the present. The
devices employed, principles governing them and the general struetural forms are carefully considered, enabling the student to explain
the construction of musical composition. Text: Cutter's Harmonic
Analysis.
Courses A and B prerequisites. Two hours a week.
Course D.-Counterpoint.
The first half of the year is given to
Itrict counterpoint of the different species in two, three and four parts.
The 8e:ond half-year is devoted to free counterpoint with special
emphasis upon florid counterpoint in several parts.
Prerequisite. Courses A and B. Two hours a week.
Course. E.-Advanced Counterpoint. Double, triple and quadruple
count~rpotnt, and modern treatments of contrapuntal methods. This
is designed to develop a technique in smooth part writing and to prepare more fully for the study of composition
Prerequisites, Courses A, Band D. Two hours a week.
Course F.-Elementary
Composition. This consists of original
work in the simpler periodic forms of composition, instrumental and
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wcal, and is in preparation for more advanced study. Compositionsof
pupils which are of sufficient merit will be performed in public.
Prerequisites, Courses A, E, D, and E. Two hours a week..
C()Urs6 G.-Canon and Fugue, and the simple and complex forml
of instrumental and vocal composition. The work of the pupil i.
expected to have sufficient merit for public performance. Open only
to those who have completed Hannony and Counterpoint and
Course F.
Two hours a week.
HISTORY AND APPRECIATION

OF MUSIC

Course I.-This is a general survey of the evolution of music from
earliest times to the end of the nineteenth century, with emphasis
upon the -compoaere of the classic pertcd.. offering invaluable aid to
musical understanding and appreciation. The work consists largely
of lectures, supplemented by material from text, collateral reading,
notebook work. The following subdivisions are considered: PreChristian Music; the Christian Era to the Contrapuntal Schools;
from Lasso and Palestrina to Handel and Bach; the Contrapuntal,
Classical, Romantic Schools of Composition. Numerous Illustretiona
are given in the classroom by' means of sound-reproducing mechanisms. Lectures upon the following subjects are also included: "How
to Listen to Music," "The Sonata Form," "The Symphony Orchestra,"
"The String Quartet." Text: Hamilton's Outlines of Music History.
Open to students above the Sophomore year. Two hours a week.
Cowrse ll.-This· is a continuation of the first-year course. During
the first half of the year a more extended and critical survey of the
music by the great masters of the nineteenth cent~ry is made, and
the tendencies of present-day musical art are eonaidered at length.
During the second half of the year special emphasis is placed upon
a more elaborate study of the Opera and the modern schools of composition. In addition to a critical and biographical study, the works
of the composers are considered, 85 regards their methods of CO?struc.
tion. Programs of visiting artists are studied, and the subject of
musical aesthetics is considered. Illustrations ere afforded by means
of the Victrola and the Duo-Art Pianola.
Open to students who have completed the first course, and ~y permission to any advanced music student. Two hours a week.
. Course A.-This is a course in Musical Appreciation dealing with
the music of the great masters from the time of Bach to the P~fs:t,
based upon a study of form and content. It is designed to ena e. ~
general student to understand and enjoy the highest types ff ~uS1c;a
r1
literature through a knowledge of the aesthetic and pSyc~o~gJc
ciples involved in their development. Especial emphasIS l~ ~ ~~e
. d th t affect present-day musrce
.
upon the composers an d perio 8 a
. If
text collateral
The work is given by means of leetoNS, mate~a r~~
, grams at.
reading, reports and digests of assigned tQpICS.
e pro

r
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artists are studied. Abundant illustrations are given by
means of the Steinway Duo-Art Pianola and the Victrola.
Open to college students. No Music prerequisites.
Three hours
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visiting

a week.

v.

DESCRIPTION

HOME ECONOMICS

The courses in Domestic Science and Domestic Art are
designed to give young women such information concerning
the management of the home as will enable them to regulate,
comprehensively, economically, and artistically, the functions of the home, including cooking, serving, caring for the
sick, marketing, menu making, food combinations and
values, and to do so with absolute certainty of accurate,
successful results.
HOME

ECONOMICS

CERTIFICATE

The Home Economics Certificate is granted upon the completion
of the first two years of the course outlined below. It is intended as a
practical course for students who wish to become efficient housekeep.
ers and home makers.
HOME
The Home Economics

ECONOMICS"DlPLOMA
Diploma

is granted

upon

the completion

of

the full three-year course offered below. It is intended for students
who wish to make a more thorough
study of Domestic Science,
Domestic Art, and kindred subjects.
DOMESTIC

SCIENCE

CERTIFICATE

The Domestic Art Certificate is granted upon the completion of
fifteen hours of College work, including Domestic Science I, A, and B,
and Chemistry B.
.
DOMESTIC

ART

Domestic Science B; Domestic Art B; Chemistry B: Costume D~
,
d the equivalent of four hours chosen born subjects offered In
Sign, an
the Senior year of the General Course.

CERTIFICATE

The Domestic Art Certificate is granted upon the completion of
fifteen hours of College work, including Domestic Art I, A and B, and
a three-hour course in Costume Design.
FIRST YEAR

Domestic Science I j Domestic Art I j and sufficient electives to
aggregate fifteen High School points.
SECOND YEAR '

Dome~tic Science Aj Domestic Art Aj Chemistry A; Physiology
and Hygiene; and three hours chosen from subjects offered in the
Senior Middleyear of the General Course.
Page fifty-eigh'

OF COURSES

IN

DOMESTIC

SCIENCE

Domestic Science I.-(a)
Cookery. A study of the principles of
cookery, composition, an d combima t'IOn of food materials. Practical
and experimental work.
(b) Home Administration
and Sanitation.
The planning,. care,
furnishing, heating, lighting, ventilating of t~e home. D~amage,
water supply, and disposal of waste from a sanitary standpo~n~~edit
Laboratory, two double periods a week j lecture, one hour,
three-fourths point.
Domestic Science A._Practical and Experim£ntal Work in Cookery of Foods. Planning and Serving of properly bal.anced meals.
Study of the costs of foods and marketing, food productIon and m~nufacture, home duties, division of income, making budgets, keepmg
D
t' S' nee I
Open to college students who have completed omes IC cle
'
h rs' credit three hours.
tw
Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture,
0 ou ,
.
Domestic Science B.-I. Dietetics. Study of the proper n;urls~d
ment of the individual or groups of in.dividuals.in he~ltha:~ach18s:g~
including a study of the human orgamsm and Its ~e~ s
d by occuof development. Making of dietary standar?s aSd~ uendc'conditions.
.'
and various isease
pation, age, weig'h t, SIze,
income, ..
of accounts.

Preparing meals to meet these conditIOns.

.

~:f

2. Home Nursing.-The
correct method of home care o{ht~e ::~
care of patient and room, baths .and bathing, s.ick-room
~ns~mer_
tagion and disinfection, first symptoms of. dlsea;, ~e. relation to
genctes, first aid to the injured, and bandagmg.
00 tlon of trays.
t' mvaI'd
disease kinds of diret,
1
cookerv",n and prepare I 1ted Course A.
,
.
II
t d ts who have eomp ere
Reference work. Open to co ege s u en
• redit four
Laboratory, four hours a week tr 1
recture , three hours, c
hours.
DESCRIPTION

OF COURSES IN DOMESTIC ART

•

.
ractice in hand and machme
Domestic Art I._Instruction
and p.
tta hments' use of com.
a
hine
and
Its a ck lecture
t
sewing' the use 0 f sewmg m c
one hour;
,
L b
t
four
hours
a
wee ,
mercial patterns.
a ora ory
credit three-fourths point.
.
rt I with spe.
ti
of DomestIc A
,
Domestic Art A.-(l) A contmua Ion d fitting LaboratorY, four
cial instruction and practice in cutting an
.
hours a week.
I ment of textile
.
. h'story and deve op
(2) Lectures and atscueeicns III 1.
f t tile fabrics. Lecture,
'dths and prIces 0 ex I
industries; the names, WI
A two hours.
one hour a week. Credit for Course ,
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DomesticArt B.-(l) Practical work is a continuation of Domestic
Art A-(l).
(2) Instruction and practice in pattern drafting, modeling and de.
signing patterns in paper.
'
(3) Practice in making and covering frames; the preparation of
bindings and bows; making and trimming hats.
Laboratory, four hours a week; lecture, one hour; credit, two hours.

VI. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
The building of the body, its training

for both utility

and grace, and its protection from disease and weakness,
make the department of Physical Education one of the
greatest importance. The gymnasium, the swimming pool,
and tennis courts, the basketball, hockey and athletic fields
.provide ample equipment for conducting this important
work. The swimming pool, twenty-three by fifty feet, is
constructed of white tile, and equipped in most modern fash-

ion for convenience and sanitation.

Physical training is

given free of charge to boarding students, and is required
of them for at least two periods a week in every year. A
physical examination is given each boarding student at the
beginning of the session, and a record is kept of the condition of the individual.
From this record each student is
advised as to when to take exercise, and the kind and amount
best suited to her needs. All work is done under expert
supervlsion,
The work of this school includes the various phases of
Physical Education.
Practical
gymnastics,
gymnastic
games, folk dances and games, and fencing form an important part of the indoor work. The value of aesthetic dancing as a means of acquiring grace and bodily poise has been
recognized of late years.
Another and very important
branch embraces practical work in outdoor games, basketball, hockey, and field sports. Because of the greater hygienic value of outdoor exercise, fully two-thirds of the work
is done in the open. Throughout the department the exercises are suited to the precise needs of the individual pupil,
and the constant aim is to bring each girl nearer the physical
ideal.

w

S1.%tll

L

T

M

t
riods a week in physical tr.aining;
'1 ust spend wo pe
.
th
ing .pupr m.
h other elective. Each morning that the ~ea er
one 1D gymnastIcs: t tee
tdoor exercise is required. At least SIX class
'tat
tymmu
sou
1
ed
pemn
wen mmg are require d of .11 students who have not . earn
lesSOnsm SWIm
. d of lecture work in personal hYg1ene are
.
Eight hour perto s
.
di
to SWIm. 1
.
h sical education work. Special rea ng
required for c~mPlet~ondoffPt;: fir~t year physical education students.
. this course IS require 0
In
'U be considered completed by any student nor ~y
No course WI
artment until the required work rn
she be graduated from any de~
pleted for each year of her
Physical Education shaU ha~e 1 e;.n ~~:; the work will be adapted
attendance. In case of phystca isa 1 1 y,
to the needs and capabilities of the student.
0

o

0

•

PLAYGROUND

SUPERVISION
.
h old welfare and a reelisaAn awakene~ conscience re~atlve to ~f Iwholesome recreation for
tlon of the SOCIaland aconormc value d th playground movement
both young people and adults ~asd rna ~
trained workers, both
one of national importance.
T e eman
d th supply and
ld . thi
field gr.eatly excee s
e
,
voluntary and pal ,m
15
teal val
The course embraces
of great practice va ue.
d
makes the course one
d Movement playgroun
the History and. Scope of the Play:ro~~
d the Nat~re and FuneOrganization, Administration and .con]due 'p'lnin Sewing Raffia Weavt" 1 work me u es
a
,
tion of Play. T h e prac ica
.
ti
Folk Dances and Games;
ing and Story-Telling; normallnstruc l~ m d S imming
•
hI ti . G es' Athletics an
w
•
Gymnastic and At e rc am ,
C dit two hours.
re ,
Open to college students. Two periods a week.

~o:

TWO YEAR NORMAL COURSE
.
.
b ve a two~years' course 18
In addition to the work outh~e~ a i: Physical Education, upon
offered to those who wish to ~pecl~~ ti diploma is awarded. It
the completion of which a PhYSIcal nU;;i ~ School points being ~reis open to college students only. fiftee
goothirteen hours of rec~tah year amounts
.
ractlcal
requisite. The course eac. .
of six hours per week I~ p
I
tion or lecture, and a mmlmum f
dit are allowed, making a tota
work. For the latter, two hours 0 cre
of fifteen hours per year.
FIRST YEAR
THEORY
.
shown lD

(Hours are
pa renthesis
Anatomy (2)
Physiology (2) .
Biology or ChemIstr.y. (4) 2
Playground Supervl~lon (3~
Senior Middle Electives (

The wO;k consists of gymnastics, folk dancing, swimming, athletics
and ~th1etic games, for which there is no charge; and of aesthetic
dancmg and fencing, for which a charge is· made. Every boardPage
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k credit two
per wee,
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(Six hours
bours each year.
Gymn~stics F lk and Aesthetic
Marchmg,
0
Dancing F cing
Elemen~ry dUAthletie Gamel
Gymnastlc TaD k Athletics
Field and rac
swimming
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SECOND YEAR

An~ropom~tryJ
Diagnosis,
.cI,al Hygiene (3)
Kintesologv, Physiology
of
ercise (3)
to

Observation and Practice

Psychology (3)
Senior Elective (3)

SoEx-

(1)

POINTS OF INTEREST

Gymnastics
Marching
National,
Character

and Inter,

pretative Dancing

Advanced
Gymnastic
Track and
Advanced

Fencing
and Athletic Gam
Field Athletics
ee
Swimming

VII. BUSINESS AND SECRETARIAL COURSE
Requests have come for an opportunity to
'
Ward-Belmont environment training to fill I ' secur~ in
requmng a knowledge of steno ra h
c en~al POSItiOns
keeping, and business method g Pds, typewriting, bookd on ski
s, an secretarial p iti
iti
OSIIOns
base on skill in stenography t
lish, To meet this need a two' /~ewn mg, and good Eng.
open to High School gradua~s a~rc?urse has ,been planned,
fourth year High School stude ts III exceptional cases to
course will entitle the stude tsnt'
The .completIOn of this
,
n
0 a certificate,

Handsome,

well-equipped

The residence
Intelligent

halls

and

watchmen

Milk, butter,

poultry

entirely

separate.

on duty.

and vegetables

among

B

building

country

drinking

foun-

equipped

kitchen

and

bakery.

with

y,

academic

Well-equipped Domestic Science laboratory.
Light, airy dining halls, and scientifically

ltudents.
Roof garden

h

planned

tains on every floor.

Second Year.-English A and B
M
Economics and Sociology Ste
o~'
Commercial Correspondence
,
nograp y, Multigraph,
and one elective:

rap

beautifully

Steam heat, modern plumbing,
city sewerage.
Sterilized, filtered water runs ice-cooled to hygienic

discouraged.
Gymnasium,

Stenog

the

constantly

ookkeeping,

usmess Arithmetic,

and

enjoy the use of a beautiful
and commodious
club bouse at Woody Crest, the Ward-Belmont
farm.

of candy

itimoo
and one elective. e'

buildings

rrounds.
The students

Crest.
The sending

Year.-English ,wrl
Type
E First
.

TO PATRONS

supplied

from Woody

boxes of food to students

and

shower

largely

bathl!l. and

the recent

swimming

is strongly

pool, free

to all

improvements.
parlors, not in residence
permission from parents

Visitors received in the central
Men callers received by written

halls.
addressed

to the school.
Separate

for college and high school students.

dormitories

Sunday visiting discouraged.
Victrolas not permitted
in the

dormitories.

Student social rooms maintained
in every dormitory.
Bion
Students are not to leave the campus without pennis
management.
Students

not

well

enough

to

allowed

only on written

infirmary.
City correspondence
Taste,

economy,

and

propriety

study

or

in dress

recite

must

of th.

go to the

request from parenti.
of eea-

are the subjects

stant care.
Borrowing
and lending firmly discountenanced.
Parents
may not give permissions
that conflict' with the rules of

are fUlly met in
the school.
The pupil's needs in pel'sonal spending money
a monthly allowance of fifteen to twenty dollars.
Pag~ sixty-three
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. Every resident student is expected to rovid
wIth song book, Bible, and other books f
PIe
herself promptly
E
boerdi
or regu ar school use
v~ry erding pupil is required to have for da
.
one pall" of shoes of the following approved li t : S
Y ~ear at least
(Y. W. C. A. last), Orpic Pediform. F 11
ocket FIt, Cantilever
erty Tread, MoccasinTre~d.
,u
asttc, Nature Tread, Lib-

pt ..

.Neatness and order are expected of all t d
.
their rooms..
s u ents In the care 01
Chafing dishes and electrical appliances will
students' rooms. Rooms are provided for this not be allowed in the
One faculty member f or every ten resident students.
purpose.
Classes small enough to guarantee adequate individu
.
The school reserves the right to withdraw
al attention.
there are not as many as ten applicants.
any class for which
. A tutor is provided at moderate cost fo
.
mg to enable them to keep up with thei
I r students who need coach.
.
err c asses.
•
MUSIC
teachers all conservator train d
In America and Europe.
y
e under the best masters

Eighty pianos including eight St .
Duo Art recently purchased.
emway Grands end. a Steinway
visits .of parents or other members of students' families
areLengthy
discouraged.
Themusical
Star Entertainment
crt°urse offers unusual advantages in leeturea,
recitals
1.0
,conce a.
yal alumnae, enthusiastic student bod
School work missed ju t b f
y, excellent school spirit
must be made up at the s~de:t~re or after the Christmas holiday~
.Te t'
. I
s expense.
s rmoma B of character nd h 1
each new pupil's application
adm~a:h must accompany or follow
Disc' li
.
raaion.
ip me In Ward-Belmont i
.
.
Btudent Government properly s f B sun:hfied by a modified form of
cooperation.
'
a eguar ed by Faculty supervision and

fO:

. :rhebeyond
privilege
walkin~ unchaperoned WIthin
.
. Hmita
theofcampus
certain prescribed
ltrictions.'
IS granted our pupils under definite re.. Parents or guardians who re .
dltlons in this catalogue.
gtster

students accept all th e con-

~xcept when they are in th
.
pupils from a distance are reqUi~e~:h~ilIe h.omes of near relatives,
A student who is found to b
oard In the school.
ideals of the school may be ask::~ of. sympathy with the spirit and
not have broken any formal I
withdraw even though she may
NWd
rues.
o
ar -Belmont stud t
the maids without the knowledee a sell or give articles of clothing to
Rooms in the board" d ge and consent of her hostess
ap~~cation, and early ~e~s~~~~e~t
are assigned in the' order of
rest .ence halls was taken I t Ion JS advised. Every room in the
opemng.
as year ten weeks in advance of the
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With the exception of a few single rooms, which may be had at
extra cost, each bedroom is for two girls, and is iumished with single
beds, separate closets, and other usual comforts.
Windows and doors of residence halls fitted with metal we~ther
strips and copper screens, thus protecting against winter cold and
9\1mmer
insect annoyance.
Every provision against fire_regular fire drills, fire escapes, fire
extinguishers, fire hose-though there is no fire in the buildings except in kitchens and bakery.
Boarding pupils are not aHowed to visit in the city, except with
the approval of parents and the school management. Permission is
Dotgranted to spend the night in the city, except with parents or in
the home of near relatives.
Such pennission will not be granted
more frequently than one week-end in a m'onth.
No guest may be taken to the dining room without first having
registered in the office of the Home Department. No charge will be
madefor meals for guests remaining only ODeday. For a longer stay
a charge for meals of $2.00 a day, or 75 cents a meal, will be made,
but arrangements can be made only for a limited time. No rooms
in the school are available for guests.
Ward.Belmont does not lend money to students. Drafts made by
students are honored by us only in cases of emergeney or upon the
written request from parents or guardians.
Student body of 1922-1923 represents the best homes in thirtyone States, the District of Columbia, Canada, Cuba, Mexico, and
Panama, thus affording the broadening educational advantages of a
nation-wide acquaintanceship.
Practically every State north of the Ohio from New York to
Oregon is represented in Ward-Belmont. Climatie eonditions and
educational opportunities are such that nearly one-third of our student
body now cornea from the North.
Boarding students are under school regulations from the moment
of their arrival in Nashville until their departure from the city. parents should not, without conferring with the school, grant social or
other permissions in the city before the student enters or after she
leaves school.
A modern infirmary in the main building is maintained under
professional supervision, snd pupils who are .too ill to meet school
appointments arc cared for here instead of In thelr bedrooms. A
remotely isolated hospital is also maintained on the grounds for use
in case of need.
School work missed because of absence must be made up to the
teacher's satisfaction' otherwise credit cannot be given for theu co;rsi
r
Ordinarily a tutor .c~n, be provided at .ted!'
$1.00 to $1.50
e bhta°enk l•aeater'
mustper
'
or examinations not t8ken at the appom
lIne..
aratorr
and a charge of $2.00 each will be made. TutorIng In prep
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Tutoring is not accepted.

All permissions of parents or guardi~ns should be written and
addressedto the manag~ment an~ ~re subject to the approval of the
~anagement. Even during the visits of parents pupils are still sub-Jed to .the ru~es of the school, and must meet aU regular classroom
or studio appomtments.
The school bank. with its system of pass books, deposit slips,. checks,
and monthly balance reports, not only cares for the spending money
of students, but teaches them how to keep a bank account draw h k
,cecs,
and conduct uhei
err own financial
nancra a if airs. We are not responsible
for
money or valuables not deposited in our vaults.
Ea~h residence hail is in the charge of a hostess who is always
accessible
..
f th
. for counsel, and who devotes her entire time to th e t raining
0.
: ~rl~ of her household in such questions as appropriateness
and
SImplICItyin dress, neatness and order in the bedrooms. In a word
these hostesses undertake to perform the office of the refin d m th '
in a Christian home.
e
0
er

Students are not permitted to bring food or canned goods with
them, and parents are requested not to send them to their daughters.
The school is equipped with the Bell Company's private telephone
exchang~ connecting with the Bell Company's long distance board
and ~upI1smay ha.ve long distance conversation with their parents in
practIcally e~er~ Important city in the United States. After 8:30
p, m, un~l mI~mght the "station to station" rate for three-minute
conversations IS approximately fifty per cent of the day rate and
arrangeme~ts can be made for the students to call their parents at
home". A CIrcular letter setting forth the matter in detail will be sent
to all Interested parents.
. Pare~ts and guardians are requested to cooperate with the school
m dsecurmg full and regular attendance, es~ecially at the beginning
ms end.of the school year, and just before and just after the Christas holidays. Much educational value attaches to the commencement
season, and no student should miss any part of it. The-school year
:~.dShat noon, Thursday, May 29, and all students have obligations to
IS
our. Students who leave earlier, or who do not keep appoint~en:~ throughout the closing days, will thus fail to earn full credit
or e work of the last quarter.
~he following thirty-one States, the District of Columbia Canada
M
'
In eXlCO,
W dC
Buba
1 ' and Pana rna were represented during the past
year,
ar - Idaho
e mont·
Alab
A r k ansae, California, Colorado, Florida,
Georgia
11·1.
. almda..
,
..
Maryland
M· ,mOlS,
hi
M'n lana ' Iowa , Kan sas, K ent uck y, Louisiana,
IC Igan
mnesota ,ISSISSlppl,
M' . . . M·issourt Nebraska
Ne J ,
N'
w ersey, ew York North C r
Ohi
'
,
venia South Dak t
aro ina,
10, Oklahoma, PennsylWisc~nsin.
0
ennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia,

a,

w

T'
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CONCERNING CHARGES AND TERMS
In what follows we have named the lowest terms consistent with the accommodation, equipment", and high
quality of teaching furnished. We are prepared to prove
to the satisfaction of the discriminating that, compared
with schools offering similar advantages, Ward-Belmont is
not an expensive school. The charges are for the whole
school year, and reductions cannot be made if the student
for any reason, except the long illness of the girl herself,
is withdrawn during the year. As Ward-Belmont's rooms
are much in demand before the opening, and as applicants
who would take the rooms for the whole year are often
crowded out by previous applicants, it is neither ethically
nor legally right for an earlier successful applicant to withdraw and expect the return of fees paid or due. Hence, in
accordance with the uniform custom of other reputsble
schools.pupils are received for the entire session or part of
session unexpired at time of entrance. No reduction will
be made for absence immediately preceding or following
the Christmas vacation or during the first four or last she
weeks of the term; nor will reduction be made for absence
during other periods, unless the student is absent on account of her own illness and for at least five weeks, when
we shall divide equally with the patron the loss for the
enforced absence.
Ward-Belmont has no confidential terms, and no one is
authorized to negotiate with prospective patrons except
upon the figures and terms named in this Catslogue.
EXPENSES AT WARD-BELMONT, NASHVILLE, TENN.
The school year consists of one term. The next session will be~n
September 19, 1923, and end May 30, 1924, with a *Christmas eacatton
of approximately two weeks, and the charges here named are ~or the
whole school year
The year's expenses are payable In two lDSt.rJ:ments, in Septemb~r and January, respectively, as stated below.. th:
September or entrance installment pays the charge to January 1,
January installment pays it to the end of the seSSIOn.
*The school buildings may be closed during the Christ;as dva.c:~
tion, but provision is made for tfie board and care of pUpl s UrI g
this period at $18 a week.
Page sixty-seven
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An advance registration fee of $25 should be forwarded with the
application, which amount will be credited as a prepayment on the
school account, but is not subject to return.
Board, room, with bath on hall, tuition in two or more subjects
in the Literary Department (including Latin, French, German, Spanish). Physical Training, Athletics. Swimming,
weekly class training in Poise and Voice, weekly class dem?Dstrations in Interior Decoration, use of Library, two girls
10 a room, each occupant .__
__
$800.00
Payable $525 on entrance, balance on JanuaryL
Board, etc., as above, in rooms in suites of two with connecting bath, two girls in a room, each occupant..
.
$950.00
Payable $625 on entrance, balance on January l.
tSingle rooms in suites of two with connecting bath are available
for one occupant each at $950 for board and literary tuition of which
$625 is payable on entrance.
'
A few single rooms with bath on hall are available at $800.
-Studenta who take work in two or more extras (the equivalent
of at least two points or six hours credit--see page 38), and cannot
fi~d time in .additi~n for more than the one required Literary subject,
WIll be credited WIth $75 on either of the above-mentioned sums for
"beard, etc."

Clergymen in active ministerial work are allowed a discount of
one hundred dollars on the regular course and twenty per cent on
extras.
THE OTHER FEES REQUIRED
tStar Entertainment Course
$ 9'00~
lnfinnary fee, simple medicines and nurse's attention
(except when a special att.endant is necessary)
6.00
$55.00
Use of house linen (see page 19)
10.00
Laundry, within liberal, but specified, limits (including
house linen)
_............... 30.00
Payable three-fifths on entrance, balance on January 1.

tThese single rooms, when occupied each by two girls, may be had
at $800 for each occupant, of which $525 is due on entrance.
:l:~nadditio~ to the ~everal really great concerts and lectures which
e he;rd In Na~hVllleduring the year, Ward-Belmont will present
tI s stu ents durmg the session ten or more entertainments at a
~ost of ~5,OOO or .more, embracing some of the best in Music, Art,
to xh~:~s~n, and Llte:ature.
This small fee will enable the students
for individ~~ ~~~:~nments at a rate much lower than if they paid

:ar
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Each of the above-named fees for board and tuition includes Physical Training, so necessary to health, and the
modern languages-French, German, and Spanish-c-all of
which, in practically all schools, are charged for as "extras."
Swimming is also included without extra cost, as are
weekly class lessons in Interior Decorations, and in Bookkeeping-valuable additions to the Ward-Belmont general
curriculum. Our purpose is to reduce the number of
"extras" Iby including in the curriculum without extra
charge subjects usually required for graduation and many
beneficial to all students. It is thus evident to one considering these features and the vast additions made to
equipment and Faculty during the last few years that the
charge for boarding students is remarkably reasonable. It
is the policy of Ward-Belmont to include in the regula..
charge abundant provision for health in physical culture,
every literary requirement for graduation, and the essentials for a broad culture. The charges listed below under
"Extras" are made for those who wish to specialize in the
subjects named or to supplement their work along those
lines.

,

EXTRAS (IF TAKEN)-CHARGES
PER SCHOLASTIC YEAR
Payable three-fifths on entrance, balance on January 1.
Piano, individual lessons, two per week
·······$150 00
Piano, individual lessons, two per week, in beginner's grade
125 00
Piano, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Goodman
275 00
Voice, individual lessons, two per week
·····················
175 00
Voice,individual lessons, two per week, with Signor De Luca. 300.00
Piano practice, one and a half hours per day (each additional
hour, $10)
..".'."." ..'..".. '
20 00
Violin, individual lessons, two per week, with Mr. Rose
···· 200 00
Violin, individual lessons, two per week, under assistant
125 00
Violin practice, one hour daily (each additional hour, $5)
10 00
Pipe Organ, two lessons per week, with Director
·······200 00
Practice on practice Organ, one hour per day, per session.......... 30 00
Practice on large Organ, one-half hour per day, per session...... 60 00
Orchestra class, free to violin pupils
···········
..·············
30 00
..
S' ht S'mgmg
.
15 00
···························
0
Theery, E ar Trammg or Ig
Harmony in class
_
_. 30 0
Harmony, individual lessons, two per week
···········-·····
100 00

~~~~s~:·:~~;c~~
r~:;:~;~··~~~~;~··:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=:::::=
:~ ~
Materials used in Domestic Science. each course, per year
- 15 00
Domestic Art, one course
85 ~~
Art, two periods per day (extra periods, each ~20)
:····_·1~ 00
Costume Design, three hours a week for DomesticArt Pupils....
00
Italian and Greek, in classes of six or more, each
···-····-·····~o00
Expression, first year, regular course _
·_················_·········
1 0
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Expression, second or third year course. ..
__
Playground Supervision ---..--- --..-- ---- --.__
Physical Education Normal Course (t'Practical Work" and
Playground Supervision) ..__
..
. .__
..
Riding Club, eighteen lessons (Athletic Association) ..__..__..__.. .
Shorthand
_ _ _.
..__
..
_._ __ .
Typewriting .
_
__
__
.
.
Use of typewriter, two hours a day
_ _
.
Bookkeeping.in classes of six or more_
_
.
Laboratory fee for students of Physiology
_ _ _
_ .
Laboratory fee. for students of Chemistry or Biology _ _ .
(Extra eharge for unnecessary breakages or wastefulness).

Graduation fee
Certificate fee

---_

_ _
_._

T

125 00
30 00
100
30
60
30
15
50
5
10

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

_...... 16 00
_........... 10 00

Pupils enter for the entire session or part of session unexpired at
time of entrance. No reduction will be made for time lost during the
first four or last six weeks of the term; nor will reduction be made
for 8Qsenceduring other periods, except in cases of the protracted
illness of the student herself, when the loss will be shared equally
with the patron if the illness has kept the student for five weeks or
more out of the school building.
Schoolbills are due on entrance and on January 1, and are subject
to sight draft after these dates.
Fuller infonnation will be furnished on request. through correapendenee, additional printed literature, or photographic views.

January, 1924.

THE WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL,
Behnont Heights, Nashville, Tenn.
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1922-1923

---COLLEGE

STUDENTS

POSTGRADUATE
McKinney, Frankie

Spragine.

SENIOR

A.lexander, Leonie
Allen, Esther
Allen, Frances
Alschuler,
Corinne
Arnot, Esther
Ba.con, Blanche
Baker, Evelyne
Bell, Florence
Bell, Mar-tha
Bleh, Bernice
Boyce, Ann L'u

Bryan, Margaret
Callaghan,
r.nuan
Capel. Cathryn
Chason, Ina May
Cogdal, Frances
Collins. Margaret

COx, Sara
Dickey, Athleen
Donell, 'rnec
Emerson.
Ludle
Enderlin,
Isabel
English, flarah
Epling, Louise

Flemister,
Foulds.
Fraiser,
French,

Charlotte

Vena
Ellen
Jones
Geraldine

Gay.

CLASS
WIlliams,

Susie

Marlon

CLASS
Pew vtvten
Phl1llps, Margaret
Pregler,
Marie
Price, Margaret
Putney,
Mary Alice
Rench, Eleanor
Robinson,
Claribel
Roof, Joe S.
Schenck,
Emily
Schurman.
Hortense
Shepard,
Mary Elizabeth
SIefert, Esther
Smith, Helen
Snider, Helen Dorothy
Stewart,
Sarah
Stone, .Tewel
'Sumner,
Olive
Thacher,
Rebecca
Tomlin.
Helen
Townsend,
Roberta.
Wardlaw,
Margaret
Welnbrenner,
Julis.
W~tmQreland,
Pauline
Wl1llams, Helen .Tess
Williamson,
Martha
Willis, Juanita.
Wilmarth,
JelLn
W.oodbUry. Elizabeth
Wooldridge,
Harriet

Nannle

Goode, Marion
Gt'Ulke. Sarah
Hill,
Eugenia.
Hobble,
Catherine
Hockenburger,
'roee
Houser,
Ramona
Howse, Ellzabeth
Jacobs,
Bernita
Jeter. sarah
Kendall,
Ruth
KitllngSWorth,
Elva
Kohrs,
Helen
Kroenert,
Louise
Lamar,
Rubh
Landa.uer,
cerctsn
LelIingWell,
Mary E.
Ligon, Ma-r'y
McKinsey,
Julia
McKnight,
Jea.n
Mahan,
Jennie
Malone,
Margaret
Montgomery,
Mildred
:Morrow, Grace
Muesse,
Mary
NorWood, ']}ula
Parrent,
Marie
Pennybacker,
LucY

Garrett, Cassie Leta
SENIOR
Abbott,
Maxine
Arter, Nola
Ashcroft,
Ina. May
Astracan,
Lucille
Baker,
Louise
Baker, Mlidred
BaJlSett, Cathryn
Bates, Alice
Baucum,
Maurice
Baxter,
Betty
Beauchamp,
Virginia.
Bennett.
Virginia
Benton,
Mildred
Board, Mary Ell2:abeth
Boone, Lois
Boone, Neva
Boyd, Fay
Bright,
Je9Slca
Briscoe, Thelma
Britt.
Frances
Bryan,
Nelson
Bump, Ma.rY
Bumstead,
Marlon
Burton
Lucile
Camer~n,
Edythe
Campbell
Mary Elizabeth
Candler
'Nadlne
Carling:
Jane
Chenault
Geannle
Clark, Martha
Lee oie
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coe,

MlIDDLE

CLASS

Frances
Bernice
Collins,
Daugherty
Cooke, Blllie
Cooke, Eleanor
Louise
Cope, Dorothy
Couch, Ellen
oexe. Virginia
Curran,
Margaret
Ann
Dadisman.
Rosa Lee
Davis, Frieda
Davis, Helen
Day, Maxine
Dean, Florence
Delker,
MetTY Louise
Derdeyn,
Frieda
Dornbusch,
Helen
Dortch,
Ernestine
DunclLn, Mary EIIZlLbeth
Edgar.
Clynte
Edgington,
Madlyn
Edmiston.
Josephine
Edmonds,
Martha
Faulconer,
Ina
Faurest,
Katherine
Feld, Gladys bet h
Fisher, ElIza
Fleming, CJh~~:tlne
Folsom.
Foster,
Morna

comer,

Fran1:z, Margaret
Glover, Mozelle
Gordon, Minerva
Graley,
Lena
Granberry,
Elizabeth
Gray, Vesta
Grlmmitt,
WandlL
Guthrie,
Eleanor
HalnsfUrther,
Virginia
Halcomb,
DorothY
HanleY, Dorothy
Hanns,
Loretta
Rarrls,
Elizabeth
Harrill, Helen
HarriS, Rachel
Hartert,
Pearl
H8lIton, EvelYn
HilbUn, Earle
Hilmer, Jean
Hines, Gertrude
Bolmes,
Dorothy
Horne, Elizabeth
Howard,
Lucille
Hull. Ernesblne
Hunt, Allee Ann
:Johnson, sweetie
.ronee. Cecile
Jordan.
Ellzabeth
Knauer, Mabel
Kellum, Ida
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Kendall,
Marlon
KincaId,
Eleanor
KlncBld,
Ramona.
King, Elizabeth
Klein. Sylvia.
Kramer,
Clara.
Kramer.,
Elizabeth
Latlmer,
Mary Virginia.
LeBus, Archie
Lee, Zelma.
Lewis, Lee Archer
Lightfoot.
Margaret
LindleY, Lois
Lindsay,
Margaret
Lyles, Florence
Lyon, Rebekah
Lovrlen,
Esther
Bell
McClanahan, Mary Pea.r'I
McCprmlck,
Helen
McCran'.
Louise
McDonald,
Delphine
McHenry,
Florence
McMurray,
Frances
McRae, Margaret
MarlinS', Margaret
Martindale,
Margaret
Maxwell,
Luollia
Meade. Thelma
Montgomery,
Mildred
Moore, IArlel
Moore, Katherine
Moore, VirgInia
Myers, Clara Marie

B

L

Nelson, Florence
Nixon, Ailee
Ogden, Margaret
Pedigo, Dorothy
Peter,
Genevieve'
Pet\Jrson,
Anne
prell'l'er, Louise Camlla
Phllllps,
Beatrice
Pope, Vaden
Powell,
Irene
Preston,
Esther
Rebman,
Ina
Reiffert.
Mildred
Rettenmler,
Kathleen
Riggs, Mary Elbabeth
Riter,
Lois
Rutherford,
Marcella
gam, J;..ouise
Sample,
Frances
Samuel,
Mary
Schlesinger.
Bernice
Schwil.b, Louise
Scott,
Helen
Scott,
Ruth
Searle,
Angela
Sharpe,
"Mary Ellzabeth
Sherrill,
Vella
Shrlmpton,
Allee J'antce
Sidey, .rane
Simonton,
Mary
Smith, Sarah Catron
Smith,
Louise
Somers, Elizabeth

COLLEGE
Atl'ron, Charlotte
Attron,
Leah
Allen. Helen
Almon, Chrysttne
Anderson,
Lyda
Anderson,
Myrl
Arnot, Ruth
Arnold, Nancy
Baldridge,
Hermine
Bales, Phyllis
BllIldy, Verda. Lee
Barnhlli,
Grace
Baasett.
Capitola
Baugh,
Margaret
Beckman,
Wilma
Benson,
Martha
Berghelmer,
Ethel Rose
Berry,
Hazelle
BeSll, Gel"ll.ldlne
Blood, Eleanor
Bope, Louise
Borders,
Ruth
Brandon,
Mabel
Brockhausen,
Mabel
Cagle, Bertha
Caldwell, Rosa
Campbell,
Blanche
Campbell,
,Jane
Campbell,
Marjorie
Cantliall,
Edna
Cantrell,
Sue
Carter,
Mary EJlzabeth
Catlin, Mllllcent
Chivers, Fay
Coles, Ellzabeth
ConleY, Frances
COnn, Bessie
Connor,
Tully Beth
Culley, Mildred
Cuthbert,
Hortense
Dean, Donna
Dea:..ers, Florence
Dorsey. Vela

E

SPECIAL
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Starkweather,
Stice, Jacqueline
Stokes.
Frances
Sweeton,
mvertee
Swisher,
Martha
Tallaferro,
Margaret
Tatum,
Ferrell
Taylor,
Marie
Terrell,
Mary Elizabeth
Thomas,
Laura
Dean
ThomWl, Mary Sue
Tibbetts,
Allee
Tissington,
Carolyn
Tone, Mildred
Towson,
Champe
Tyden, Evelyn
Tyrell,
cerci
Volkerdlng,
Dorothy
Watkins,
Mary Elizabeth
Watson,
Frances
Waters,
Orra V.
W ..iclmr. Irma
Wells,
Fannie
White,
Sara
WlIllford,
Mary E.
Wilson,
Frances
Wooldridge,
Margaret
Wootten,
Ruby
Wrigglesworth,
Vera
Wright,
Ruthanna
Yates, Mlldred
Yow, Elizabeth

CLASS

Edwards,
Hazeile
Enderlin,
Helen
Engel, Helen
Fant,
Heater
Feuss, Thelma
Fisher, IMarguerlte
Fltzell,
Dorris
Forsythe,
Mary Katherine
Foster,
Anna Laura
Foulks,
Mary Allce
Funkhouser,
Allee
Gllbel't, Rebecca
Gingras,
Marjorie
Goodpasture,
Mlidred
Graves,
Mlidred
Green, Marlon
Greenlaw,
Katherine
Greer, Nannle
Grlnter,
Eleanor
Grovler, Helen
GUinn, Helen
Hamburger,
,Jane
Hamner,
Virginia
Handley,
Louise
Hardman,
Thelma
Hatflold,
Daryl
Harwood,
'Chrl$t!ne
Hays, Agnes
Heard,
Thelma
Hicks, Mildred
Hicks, Virginia
Hill,
Sallie Catherine
Hodges,
Carolyn
Lorraine
Holley, Grace
Howell,
Maud
Huddy,
Ruth
Hull, Corinne
Jacobs,
Helen Marie
,Jacobson, Helen
,James, Frances
,Jennings,
Bonnie
,Johnson, Mittie
,Johnson, Rut"

Johnston,

Gladys
.rcnnstoa, Lillian
Jones, Dorothy
Klein, Sarah
LOUIse
Klever,
Marjorie
Kuster,
Irma
Lat'l'oon, Leila
Lanham,
Mary ,Jane
Lawrence,
Edna
Leonard,
Margaret
Lewfe,
Evanelle
Lindsay,
Betty
Liner,
Lenoir
Logsdon,
Alice
Longfellow,
Betty
Lorts.
Gladys
Lovette,
Marianna
Lowenstein,
Mirian
Luna,
Sue
McDl;>nald, Carmen
McKeever,
Mary
McNutt,
Margaret
Madison,
Mabel
Marsh,
Ellzabeth
Ann
Means, Kathryn
Melat, Gertrude
Miller, Pearl
Mobley. Kathryn
Moore, Alma.
Morawltz,
Louise
Morgan, Claudia
MorriS, Hilda
Morrow,
Thelma
Murdock,
lone
Neadatine,
Evelyn
Nelson, Dorothy
Ogden,
Laura
Virginia
Ollphant,
Vanetta
O'Rear,
Louise
Osborne,
Paullne
Pape, ,Helen
Parka,
Luelle
Parks,
Mildred
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Rust, Margaret
Savage,
Helen
Scarritt,
Lois
Shallcross,
Eva Powers
Sharp,
Irene
Shaver,
Pauline
Shaw,
Madeline
Smith,
Ethel
Howell
Steele,
Marjorie
Stevens,
Mildred
Stone, Lenore
scutvan.
Helen
Swanson,
Mildred
swnce, Helen
Taylor,
Gladys
Teague,
Catherine
Thomas,
Georgia

Patton,
Mabel
Pedigo, Maydee
Peery,
Marguerite
Peery, Mildred
Phillips,
Martha
Plowman,
Gertrude
Potter,
Zelia
Porter,
Mildred
Powell,
Mattie
Quinn, Margaret
Rhodes,
Marie H.
Rhymes,
Emmy
Lou
RIOhards,
Catherine
Richardson,
Anne
Ricketts,
Elizabeth
Roberts,
FrankIe
Robinson,
Frances

PREPARATORY
JUNIOR

N

Thomas,
Myrtle
Thompson,
Aileen
Lucile
WllIa
Mal
Ward,
MertiS
Warren,
Grace
Waugh,
Charlotte
Weber,
Marlon
Willi,
Mildred
WIlUamS',
Frances
Wllllams,
,Jewell
Willis,
,Josephine
Winders,
Gladya
Winfield,
Margaret
Work,
Dorothy
Zeller,
r.ccne

T

wece,
were.

Geol'gla

STUDENTS

Hunt,
MlJdred
Hunter,
Harriet
rvte, Har.r1et
.raxee, OphelJa
,Joy, Ruth
Kahn.
Dorothea
Kaufman,
Bernice
Kerr, .ranet
Knox,
Anna Lee
LeMaster,
Dorothy
LindsaY,
Marlon
r.oveneree. Iris
Moss, Mary Louise
Moss, Virginia
Lee
Mulholland,
Marlon
Norman,
Dorothy
Oberdorfer,
Amelia
O'Neal.
Mary Lou
Paokard,
Louise
Pendleton,
Stanley
Peters,
Nellie
PlonalG',
Dor-ls
Pope, Virginia
Porter,
Kathryn

Aitken,
lone
A'I'ey, MIldred
Blsh, Margaret
Blair,
Mary Frances
-Block,
Dorothy
Bradfo-rd,
Sarah
Brown,
Virginia
Bush,
Frances
Campbell,
Roaeberry
Clark, Marie
Cochrane,
Frances
Coker, Annie Mary
Colvin, Pattie
Cox, Mary Priestly
Dale, Mary Ellen
Edmison,
Katherine
Elllngton,
Martha
Finney,
Elizabeth
Fraiser,
Martha
Glldden,
Elsie
Hl]lIard,
'sarah
Hunsaker,
Helen

,Jack'llon, Elizabeth
Kent
,Jones, Irene
,Jones, ,Janice
Klllebrew,
Katherine
Koonce,
Chloe
Lanb'don,
T,helma
Leonard,
Mary Elizabeth
Levis,
Mary
Elizabeth
Lightfoot,
Roberta
Lindsay,
Mary
,McEachern.
Evelyn
McLane.
Elizabeth
McGlII, Mary
McWilliams,
Bl?lle
Marx,
Marjorie
Mattingly,
Evelyn
Mitchener.
Clotilda
Morelli, Whitfield
Mouzon, Mary ,Jol'lephlne
Northern.
Mary
Owsley,
Bonnie
Pool, Mildred

JUNIOR

SOPHOMORE
Alexander.
Maud
Andrews,
Katherine
Atkins,
Louise

o

J>DIDDLE CLASS

Alexander.
Bennie
Ruth
Allen, Dorothy
Atwood, Neil
neeeter. Frances
Beazley,
Mary Alice
Block,
Ll1llan
Boyer,
Emeline
Brantingham,
Martha
Brown, Sarah
Dorsey
Caldwell,
LOis
Chaney,
Carolyn
Clendinen.
Ernestine
Doug'Iaa,
Isadore
Ewing.
Susan
Fair, Diana
Foster,
EUnor
FOWler, LlI1lan
Fuller,
Anne
F'ulJer, Martha
Edith
3rlfll.th, Anna
Frances
Hackett,
Lyda
Hardy,
Ruth
Horne, Anita

oceeaeu,

M

Bandy,
Katherine
Beare.
Hortense
Binkley,
Maurine

Pound,
Katherine
Prewitt',
Henrietta
Proctor,
. Van Meter
Provine,
Christine
Richardson,
Roberta
Robinson,
Louise
Sears, Grace
Sloan, Katherine
Smith, Louise
Smith,
Virginia
Speed, Carol
Stol,es,
Elsie
Suillvan,
Marlon
'Sulllvan,
Mary Belle
Tarkington,
Lelia
Thompson,
Elizabeth
Timberlake,
Mildred
Tomlin,
Gwendolyn
Warne,
Lucille
Wells, Virginia
Wikle, Helen
wnccx, Annette
Williams,
Ellzabeth

CLASS
Pope, Marlon Lewlse
Porter,
Elise
Prewitt,
Evelyn
Price, Kathryn
Bradford
Pr'lester,
:Gllse
Ra.neom, Martha
Reed, Frances
Reeder,
Kathleen
Rettenmler.
Dorothy
Reynolds,
Marjorie
Ronna, Maxine
Shetl'er, Polly
Smith,
Marvalee
Sudelrum,
Elizabeth
Tandy, Charlotte
Thompson,
Con
Vicars, Meca
Welcker,
Eunice
WllitOn, Mary Elizabeth
Wylie, ,Julia
Zorn, Ma.rle

c:J;.ASS
BraKUlIa, MarY Ellen
Brigham,
Marjorie
calhoun,
Ida
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I
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I
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Clement, Martha
Cobb, Margaret
Coles, Martha
Collier, Estelle
Cook, Mary Baxter
Cooper,
Merrill
Crocl«!tt, Margaret
Dake. Mary Dudley
Day, Ruth
Eakin,
Eloisa
Elkner,
Juneau
Formosa.,
Geraldine
Foster,
GladYll
Gilbert, Mary Louise

Grice, Jane
Harkins,
Margaret
Harris,
Mary Margaret
neesen. Frances
Hawes, Tina Mae
Hawkinson,
Stella
High, Frances
HolUnshead,
Harl'iee

D

B

Hooper,
Elizabeth
Howse, Helen.
HUddleston,
Maggie
H.
HUdson, Annie Mary
Iverson,
Helen
Jobson, Sarah
.rones, Virginia.
Kellum,
Antoinette
Kirk, Dorothy
LaDue, Marion
Lindley,
Mon.ael
Lipscomb,
Mary
Lusk, Carolyn
McAllister.
Louise
McFadden,
Frances
McQulddy,
Sue
MatthewlI, Melissa
May, Florence
Moore, Helen Lane
Moore, Mary Daniel
Moore, Mary McEwen
Nestor,
Sarah
Louise

FRESHMAN
Allen,
Mary Louise
Allbon,
Louise
Atkins. Mona
Ban']y,
Corinne
Barthel!,
Elizabeth
Bennett,
Sara. Ellzabeth
Bolton. Mattie Lou
Boyer, Betty
Buckingham,
babel
Bump, Allee
Carr, Grace
Canon,
Byington
Cayce, Mary Elizabeth
Cohen: Beulah
Crandall,
Estelle
Culbert, Dorothy
Davis, Novella
DIckinson,
Helen
Dozier, Mary Elizabeth
Durrett,
Katherine
Eatherly. Martha Ann
Erbrlch,
Ruth
Farr,
Martha
Finney,
Elizabeth
Fisher, Lucile
Fletcher,
Olive May
Folk, Emlly
Francke,
FlOrence

SPEOIAL

Haley, Virginia
Hamburger,
Jocelyn
Harvey,
Jane
Hillman,
Kent
Ingram,
Alice
Jones, Elizabeth
Jones, Vlrglnla
Kellum,
Ada
KundeI'd,
Marie
Kynerd.
Addle
Luck, Susan
Mlller, Margaret
Moore, Dorothy
Morgan, Bonnie
North, Mary
Oehlrlch,
Magdalene

SUB-FRESHMAN
Brldgell, Esther
Cannon, Elizabeth
Douglass,
Adelaide

Fall, Nell
Folk, Jane C.
Goodloe, Isabel

M

o

N

NiChOl, Ann Leslie
'Por-t.er,
Rebecca
Reid, Evelyn
Rounds, Margaret
RUSS(lll, Frances
Ryan, Janice
Scruggs,
Willa
Shackleford,
Minnie E,
Sidway, Marjorie
Snell, Ellen
Spears, Frances
Slacks, Enla
Stone, EmJly
Sutton, Eloise
Thomas,
Helen
Wede,
Dorothy
Warren,
Mary Elizabeth
Webster,
DOJ:'othy
West, Sarah
wnson, Dorothy
Yeazel,
Lucllp.
Yow, Marguerite

CLASS

Garrabrant,
Elsie
Greane, Emma Elizabeth
Greer, Anne Amelia
Griffin, Ida
Gross, Elsie
Haley, Alva
Hall, R"becca
HarrIng-ton,
Mary
Harris,
Frances
Hayes, Florence
Haynes,
Jean
Henderson,
Orlean
aecicscn,
Mercer
Joslin, Martha
Lambeth,
Martha
Landstreet,
Addle Lee
Loeber, Norma
Lindsley, Helen
Lunt, Beatl'ice
MCCoy, Jean
McWilliams,
Gl'ace
Mead, Mal·tha
Meadol's, Lily
MOl'ton, Margaret
Murray, Dora Houston
Murray,
Sarah
Nell, Argle Sherrod
Ne\], Frances

PREPARATORY
Anderson,
Margaret
Barnes,
Dorothea
Bryant, .10 Christine
Burton,
Marvelle
Campbell,
Helen
Chandler,
Julia
Condon, Helen
Connor, Dorothy
OraWford, Alma
Edsall,
Epple
Farrar,
Margaret
Fischbein,
Katle
Fraiser,
Allca
Gaines, Ann
Gray, Maurine

L

E

Nichol, Catherine
O'Bryan,
Mary
O'Connor, M:l.l·garet
Orr, Mary H.
Padgett,
Mary
Ptlasterer,
Elsie
Polhlll,
Edwina
Ralls, Lorene
Rieke, Jacquelyn
Simpkins,
Elmo, Lee
smith,
BlanChe
Smoot, Nell
Spears, Mal·tha
Stallworth,
Mildred
Stallworth,
Thelma
Stelndel, Eleanore
Stephens,
Mabre
Stice, Mary
Sudekum,
Marie
Taylor, Caroflne
Tucker. Clara
Vaughn,
Susan
Wharton,
Aline
Wherry,
Augusta
White, Anna
White,·Anne
Lucy
White,
Bessie VirginIa
Wood, Alice
CLASS
Peirce,
Clyde
Phelps,
Fannie
Julia
Schnabaum,
Elizabeth
Seaton,
Gwendclyn
Snider, Helen
Elizabeth
Starltweather,
Frances
Stuart,
Lorene
SUdekum, ViOla
Taxman,
lone
Tucker,
Jose..,hlne
Wagnon,
Alice
Walter,
Lois
Whaley,
Irma
""lnema.n,
LaVergne
Young, Frances

STUDENTS
Goodpasture,
Marie
Hardison,
France.!'
Hawkinson,
Ethel
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Hayes, Minnie
Hooper, Florence
Johnson,
Wendel
Keller, Mary Elizabeth
McAlister,
LaIN's.

,

E

acse.

:gf:~~s~~CI~~e:~ret
Dralle.
Fronces
Dudney,
Adelle
Dudney,
Kathleen
Edwards.
Mary ,Louise
Esklnd,
Mrs. Leah Belle
Ewell, Pauline
Farnham,
Mrs. Mable D.
Fentress,
Aline
Flatt,
C1lnna
Fletcher,
Thomas
Fort,
Virginia
Foster,
Katherine
Fulcher.
Sallie
Gannaway,
Elizabeth
Gardner,
Mrs. Tom
Gatwood,
Mr8. E. J.
Gay, Edna May
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O'Connor,
Nancy
Richard30n,
.racquenne
RUs.'>ell, s-eances
Saunders,
Frances
Simon, p aujtne

SPECIAL
Alexander,
Robert
Alexander,
Mrs. Vance
Allen, Helen Frances
Allen, Louise
Allen, Marlon
Amla, Graham
Anderson,
Floy
Anderson,
Josephine
Atwell,
Mary Jane
Averbuch,
Mrs'. Ada
Barnes,
Carrie Sue
Barton,
Ruth
Ba3kervllle,
Nan
Baskette,
Am.anda
Baum..an, Ophelia
Bennett,
Mrs. W. F.
Berndt,
Anita
Bledsoe,
Frances
Bledsoe,
Virginia
Bond, Lucy May
Brandau,
Susan
Brannon,
Elizabeth
Broach,
Nettle
May
Brown,
Agatha
Brown, Jenlta
Brown,
S'l.dle
Bryan,
Elizabeth
Buchanan,
Mary
Eugene
Caldwell,
Mrs. A. B.
Carter,
Mrs. Maude B.
caveet,
Grace
Chambers,
Ellen
Cheek, Ella Lou
Cheek, Hulda
Cla.rk, Mrs. W. V.
Cole, Phillp
Comer, Helen
Cooke, Louise
cccner. Mrs. Robert
Corbitt,
Louise
Cowden,
Mlld1'ed
Cox. Elizabeth
Cox, Mrs. S. W,
Cram, Donald
Cram, \Mll.rgaret
Cram, Winston
Crosland,
Barbara
Crutcher,
Mrs. Edwin
Cu:nle. Sarah
Dalton,
Sarah
Davis, Edith
Davis, Harold
DaVidson, M<ty

E,

o

N

Sloan, Ellzabeth
Smith,
Eugenia
Towler,
Ma.ry
Wilson,
Eugenia

STUDENTS

Glasgow,
Grace
Glasgow, Mary Belle
Golden, Mrs. O. M.
Goodrich,
Mrs . .1. C,
Graves,
Jennie
Zoe
Gray, Sarah
Green, Jane
Greene,
Mrs. Harold
Gresham,
Mary Louise
Haddox,
Clara
HaH, Jane
Hardison,
Ernest
Harper,
EIIM.beth
Harrington,
Roberta
Hal'rls,
Josephine
Harris,
Mildred
Hart,
Mrs. Russell
Hembree,
Edna
Holilns'head,
Dorinda
Hollowell,
F1rank
Hooten, Martha
rncram. Harriet
J:l.ckson,
CaUlerlne
E.
Ja.ckson, Mrs. v.r• H.
Jones,
Carrol
Jones,
Fu-a.nce s
Kennedy,
Anna May
Kimbrough,
James
King,
Mildred
Ladd,
Lady
Lovell
Lamb. Mrs. J. S.
Lannom,
Lillian
Leming, Deeste Mae
Leveln,
Ruby
Lowe, Virginia
Lowr-y,
Mary Ann
Lusk, Elizabeth
Luek, Mrs. Robert
McCarn,
cometue
McGee, Inez
McGraw,
Minerva
McGugln, Lucy
McKinnon,
Louise
Martin,
Della
Martin.
Margaret
Magdalene,
Sister
Meyer,
Evelyn
Sylvia
Miller, Ne\lle
Molloy, Jeannette
Moran, Nell
Morris,
Mary Lee
Morrison,
Elizabeth
MurraY,
Marie
Enloe
Noel, Mrs. L. G.
Noel, Martha
Noel. Mary
North.
Harriet
Orgaln,
Angle
Ottenvlll<',
,lelLn
Pari"
Gertrude
Parkes,
Mary Frances
Patrick,
Frances
Petway.
Elizabeth
Pittman.
Marie
Pollc, Kate
Pope. Mary K.
Powell.
Sarah
Prickett.
Mary
Ragland,
Rebecca
Raine,
Anna Marie
RaineY. Margaret
Rice, Katherine
Rich, DoroU'y

Rochelle,
Eudora
Rose, Frances
ROWland, Lena May
Rutland,
Eleanor
Rutland,
Mrs. W. P.
Ryan,
Thelma
Sanders,
Mary Ellzabetll
Sansom,
Morgan
Sartain,
Daisy
Sansabaugh,
Ludle May
gawrle, Florence
Seligman,
Bertha
Seligman,
Julia
Shelton,
Elizabeth
Shepard,
Sarah
Shepherd,
Mr3. Jean
SIbert. Elwood
Slmp~on, Sara Elizabeth
Skinner,
Eula
Sledge, Jewel
Smart, Mrs. W. S,
Smith,
Fleming
Smith,
lvadelle
Smith, Mrs, MllJlcent
Smith,
Vallie
Spears. Martha
Spears.
Man'
scerer.
Mary Gn.u t
Spitz, Ruth
Stevens,
Eva
Stevens:
Sara
Stoclcman,
Edward
Stone, Beverly
sme.rt, Mrs. W. P.
Sullivan,
Annie E.
'
Sulzbacher,
Mrs. E. B.
Tanksley,
Elizabeth
'ranksley,
Marlon
Taylor, Ka.therlne
Taylor,
Mary
Taylor,
auure
'rerrv. ceo. W,
Terry, Mary E,
Thompson,
Dorothy
Thompson,
Rosabel
Thurman.
Theo
Thuss,
Clemence
ThUss, Elizabeth
Trout,
Agnes
Tucl,er, Mrs, .1. H.
Tucker.
Mrs. Rabble
Vaughan,
PRullne
Wade
Katberlne
'Wade: Mary Ellzabeth
Wl<.ggoner. Aleda
Waite.
Catherine
Wakeman.
Ma.rgaret
Wa.lker, Ethel
W",lIace, Helen
Wa.rner, Mary E.
Watts.
Elizabeth
"'Wheeler, Clara.
Wheeler.
Emmie Lou
""WhIte, Mary El\l"abeth
"I'\'hltsltt. Mildred
'Vllllo.ml:l, Horton
W1I30n. Frances
WIllson. Katherine
W1lllamllon, Virginia
Woods, CurrOI'd C.
Wood Ill, Loube
YOl.'n~. Sn,lile
Young. Wm. J.
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District
Florida.

COlumbia.
, .. :
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.
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.
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.....
Nebra.ska
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Tennessee
..
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GRADUATES AND CERTIFICATE PUPILS 1922-23

STATES

••
, g~l~h~~~'~:::':::::"
.
"
ra
",,
re,
Texas
::::::::::::::::
ta
ra•
" ~~~d~sing.. ~.. ::::::::::::"
,
. ... . .........
rs,
,
H

w

9

Cuba ••.••••.••••.
Mexico
.•...
Panama
...
. ....•.........

...............

,
i

Boarding Students from 31 State--

~~;r~~t
",

Columbia.
•..•••.•••.••

Canada, an~
, •••....••.
597

GRADUATES

IN

THE

GENERAL

GRADUATES

IN

PHYSICAL

Dlcl{ey. Athleen
•.••.•....•.•..
Georgla
Jeter,
Sarah Clayton •.......•.
Alabama
Kendall,
Ruth
West Virginia
Kohrs,

Helen

..••••....••..••.•..

CERTIFICATE

Page seventy-sewe"

EDUCATION

McKnight,
Jean
....••...•...
Mlchlgan
a
Pregler,
Marie C... · •. ····•···
.Indian
Westmoreland,
Pauline
•....•...
Texas

Iowa
PUPILS

IN

THE HIGH
SCHOOL COURSE
LeMaster,
Dorothy
Louille •••. -•• I1l1nois
LindBey, Marion
Heyward .... Mlchlgan
Lovellette,
Irill .•.•..••.••••..•.
Illinois
Mattingly.
Evelyn
•• ,••••••..
Tennessee
Moss, Mary Louise ....•••••.
Tennessee
MUlholland,
Marion Allee ..•..•.••
Ohlo
Norman,
Dorothy Owene •••• TenIlessee
Oberdorfer.
Amelia
Bennet .... Virginia
Packard
Louise
••..•••••
pennsylvanla
pendlet,;'n,
Stanley ..•.•.•
·· •. Kentucky
peten;,
Nellie •....••••.•
West Virginia
Plonsky,
Doris
.........••.•.
Loulslana
Pope. Virginia
McFerrin .•.•. Maryland
porter.
Charlotte
KathTY1l8 •• MlasISS,IPpl
Pound
Katharine
Elizabeth •. Tennessee
Prewitt,
Henrietta.
...• : .•..• KentuckY
Proctor
Martha Van Meter •. Tennusee
ee
provine:
Mary Christine .•• · .Tenn_
Richardson
Roberta- Gentry .• Tennessee
anR
Robinson
Louise ..••..•.••••
Loulsl
BeaTS. c;rnel1a
Grace •.••• ••··• .IUlno18
Sloan. Katharine
••..••.•••.
TenneBllee
Smith
Sam. Loul8e .•••••••.••.
Georgia
smith'
Virginia
Lurton
.••.•••.
I1l1nols
noI8
speed'
CaTroll ••••• : •••.•••••..
llII
n ee
Stoke~ Elsie Warren •••••••• Ten ell1leee
Sullivan.
Mary Belle •••••••. Tennes
Tarkington,
Leila LaY •.••••••.••
TeJ:U

Alexander.
Bennie
Rutb •..•.• Tennessee
Allen, Dorothy
H ..••...••.••
···•· Ohio
Atwood. Nell ..•..••...••..•..
Mlssourl
Beasley,
Frances
Ewing .••.. Tennessee
Beazley.
Mary Allee .•••..••
···· . Texal!l
Boyer. ~mellne
••...•...•••.
Tennesl!lee
~rantingham,
Martha
•.•.••
····· . Ohio
Brown, Sarah
Dorsey
••.....••..
Texas
Cantrall.
Edna. ••.•.••••.•...•.
IlUnols
Carling.
Jane
....•.•..•.......
Indiana
Chaney, Carolyn Louise ..•• ····· .Iowa
Clendlnen"
Ernestine
..•...
· .Kentucky
Douglas,
Isadore
Rosellen .•....
Kansas
Ewing,
Susan
C•..••...••.
,· Tennessee
Fair, Diana Ellen
.•.•.•••.....
Kansas
Foster,
Elinor
....••..•••...
Tennessee
Fowler. Ll.Illan ...•....•••.•....
Illinois
Fuller.
Anna Louise •••...
··· .Mlsl!lourl
Godl!lhall, Edith
•••.....••..
Tennessee
Griffith, Anna Frances ••. ·······
.Texas
Hardy,
Ruth ...•.••.••..•
••· Wisconsin
Horne,
Anita
S......•..•.•
•· Tennessee
Hunt. Mildred Luol11e ..•.•••.
Nebraska
Hunter.
Harriett
..•..••••..
Tennesses
Jakes,
Ophelia
....•.•.••....
Tennessee
JOY, Ruth
•.•...•.••...•..•.
TenneBsee
Kahn,
Dorothea
HOBalle .••.• ····· Oh:~
Kahn.
Peggy
•.••••••••••••.•••..
Oh
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COURSE

La Mar. Ruth
..•....•...
. .Missourl
Landauer,
carcrvn
.....•.•.......
Iowa
Leffingwell,
Mary
Elizabeth .. KentuckY
Ligon, Mary Fort ........•..
Tennessee
McKinsey,
Julla
.•.. Indlana
Mahan.
Jennie
....
.., .Kentucky
Malone, Margaret
.•.........
Tennessee
Mon'tgomery,
Mildred
· . Kansas
Morrow,
Virginia
Grace.
. Texas
Mue~se. Mary Eliza.
.
Kansas
Norwood, Tula
.,
Texal!l
Parrent,
Mal'le Stokes.
. Tennessee
Pennyback:er,
Lucy
.. Okiahoma
Pew, Vivian
...........•.
·.·· .Missouri
PhiUips,
Margaret
Allne..
. .KentuckY
Price,
Margaret
.
Illinois
Putney,
Mary Allee
.
Kana.as
Rench.
Eleanor
.Ber-na.rda
Mlssouri
Robinson.
Claribel
A
Tennessee
Roof, Joe S...
. . Florida
Schenck,
Emily
Fredericka
I1llnols
Schurman,
Hortense
Ruth
Colorado
Shepard,
Mary Elizabeth
Missouri
Siefert,
Esther
M•.......
·
.... Ohio
Smith, Helen Margaret.
.•......
Kan6a8
Snider.
Helen Dorothy .•.....
Oklahoma
Stone, Jewel
.Oklahoma
Sumner.
Zara Olive .....•
····•· .IlllnoiS
Thacher.
Rebecca
Louise ...•...
KansaB
Tomlin.
Helen....
. .... Illinois
Townsend.
Roberta
Moore •... Kentucky
wemcreener. .rcne. L .....••..
Wisconsin
Williams,
Helen Jess
, . Illinois
WllllamsCn,
Martha
Loutse
Mlssourl
Willis.
Juanita .•......•
·••· . Oklahoma.
Wilmarth.
Jean
..•..•.......
Oklahoma
Woodbury,
Elizabeth
.. Iowa
Wooldridge.
Harriett
P •.... ·Tennes&ee

Alexander, Leonie ....•..
··· Tennessee
Allen. Esther
...........•...
Arkansas
xnen, Frances
, . . . . . . .. Illinois
.creenurer. Corinne ", ... ,.",.
Illinois
Bacon, Blanche
, ....•.
',.,
Texas
Baker,
Evelyne
, .. '".,
.• , .•• ' .. Texas
Bell. Florence
.. ,.",
.. ',
nuncie
Bell, Martha',
" •. ,,·· .Tennessee
Boyce, Anne Lu .. ",.,.,.,.·
." Texas
Bryan, Margaret
..•. , .... · .Mlsslsslppi
Callaghan,
Lillian
,..
. ' .. 'rexes
Capel, Cat.hryn
.. ,.
.Illinols
Chason, Ina Marie .. ", .. ,.,· . Alabama
Cogdal. Frances
,
Oklahoma
CoJllns, Margaret
.. " .• ,.......
. Texas
Cox, Sara Summers, ... , .. , .. Kentucky
Donell, 'rueo .. , .... ,.'"
..... Colorado
EmerlJon,
Ludle
,.,.,.
. ,Texa!!
Enderlin,
Isabel
•.. ,
... Ohio
Engllsh,
Sara
"....
.""
... Tennessee
Epling, Louise Barbara .. West Virginia
Flemist~r,
Charlotte
Gordon, .. oeoesra
.Foulds. Vena,
.. ,., ..•.••
, •.... nnnote
Fraiser,
Eilen
Jones .•.....
,Mississippi
French,
Geraldine
•....•.
. Te:<as
Garrett,
Cassie Leta .... " .... Alabama
Gay, Nannle
Chenault.,
... " . Kentucky
Goode, Marian
Cavitt .. , .......•
Texas
Grulke.
Sarah
B .•.•.........
· .,. Iowa
HIJi. Eugenia
...•......
.
-reses
Hobble,
Catherine
Elizabeth .. Alabama
Hoclcenber'g er, Tora
.. " .. " . Nebraska
Houser, Hsrrnorra. Juliet .•.•....
Indiana
Howse, Elizabeth
..••••
'.' •.. Tennessee
Jacoba, BernJta
.....•.........
, Illinois
Jeter,
Sarah
Clayton .......•.
Alabama
Kllllngsworth.
Elva
······
.Texas
Kroenert,
Mary
Louise .•.•.....
Kanll&!l

!

I

w

R

A

B

D

I

PUPILS

CERTIFICATE

Louise

CERTIFICATE

Ba.ssett,

PUPIL

Shepard,

P'UPILS

Helen

PUPIL

Cuthbert,

Hortense
!

HOME
Harris,
Kellum,

IN

ART

IN

Mlchlgan
Florlda

SCIENCE

Oklahoma

DOMESTIC

ART

PHYSICAL

A ..
.

... ,Tennessee
... Tennessee
... Alabama

EDUCATION
Mlasourl

PUPILS
Iowa

PUPILS

IN

DANCING

WilliamS",
IN

Marion

SECRETARIAL

Adelia ... ,Alabama
Sullivan,
Helen
Parks, Lucille Woodward .. Pennsylvanla

WARD-BELMONT

IIllnol.
Iowa
Ohio
Tennessee
Wisconsin

ECONOMICS

RobInson,
Claribel
Sharp. Sarah Irene
Spraglns,
SUSie

IN

.•.•..
....•...

Helen Evelyn
Ida Handlen

DOMESTIC
.....

PUPILS

PUPIL

IN

Ellzabeth

..•.••...••••....•..
CERTIFICATE

ORGAN

Hamburger,
Jane
Klein, Sara Louise
Klever,
Marjorie
Medrlth
Watts,
Elizabeth
Spence
Welnbrenner,
Julia
L

Capitola

CERTIFICATE
Kohrs,

PIANO

Tennessee

Marlon. _ .. Kentucky
Misslaslppl
.
Oklahoma
Oklahoma

CERTIFIOATE

6~~:~~~:

VIOLIN

IN

PUPILS,IN

CERTIFICATE
Campbell,
Blanche
Conn, Beule
Kramer,
Clara
Lee, Zelma

IN

Rector

Illinois
Kentucky

CERTIFICATE

. ..• Iowa
.... Michlgan
Pennsylvanla
TeJ<8.6
. .. Texas
Ohio

". Tennessee

OERTIFICATE

Wllma
B
Blanche
Marlon

IN

PUPIL

Allen. Helen Frances
... Illinois
Arnold, Nancy
...•.•...
'rennessee
Bell, Florence
E
, . illinois
Caldwell,
Rosa E
Nortb
Carolina.
Garrett,
Cassie Leta.
Alabama

Beckman,
Campbell,

Arkan1l8.ll
W1SCOpllin
Tenneauee

James,
Frances
Carolyn .....
Tennessee
Jones, Dorothy
Lucille •......
Minnesota.
McKinney,
Frankie
.....
TeJl:as
Mlller,
Pearl
.Pennsytvama
Morawltz,
Louise
... Missourl
Stone, Lenore
....
. .. Oklahoma

Angle

CERTIF'ICA TE
Allen,

....

T

EXPRESSION

PUPILS

.. Louisiana
.Tennessee
.Okla.homa
.. COlorado
......
TeJ<as
.... Kansag

Org-aln,

N

~:~~~b~C~::'ieL~~';ke~:
:::.:::
Phlilips,
Margaret
Aline .....
KentuCkY
Thacher,
Rebecca
Louise.
. Kansas
Thomas,
Myrtle Irene
... Tennessee
WlIliams,
Helen
Jess....
.I1llnols
WoodbUry,
Ellzabeth
Iowa

CERTIFICATE

I

., ........•.•
Elizabeth

Landauer,
Carolyn
Llndgay,
Betty
Farradean
Lowenstein,
Jllrlam
..•...
Moore, Katherine
M
Morrow, Virginia
Grace....
Myers, Clara Marie

Alscbuler,
Corinne
...••........
turnote
Anderll'on, Lyda. E .....•
_...•. Kentucky
Barton,
Ruth
Wisconsin
Ca.llaghan,
LillIan . . .....•....•.
Texas
Capel, Ca.thryne
•.•••••••••
.nuncre
Chenault.
Gea-onle Estelle .... Ala!>ama
Conn, B<lBSle ......•.••••.•.
MlsslSllJpPl
Fisher,
Marguerite
...•.......
Texa~
Graves,
Mildred
Lebe •........
Mlssourl
Guinn, Anna Helen
.....•...
'rennessee
Houser, Ramona
Juliet
..•.....
Indiana
Jacobs,
Bernita
..••...........
zutnote
Jones,
Dorothy
Luclfle
Mlnnesota
rcroenert,
Mary Lcutee
... Kansas

Cagle, Bertha
COOney, Mrs. Robert G...
Day, Maxine Lauretta
Donell, Theo .....
Emerson,
Ludle
Engel, Helen V
.

IN

o

M

Wells,
Virginia
Wilcox,
Annette
Wllllams.
Mary

Thompson,
Elizabeth
IllInols
Warne, Lucile
West Virginia
Warren,
Grace
Dean ..•••..
~Wisconsin
CERTIFICATE

L

E

ALUMNAE

President:
LoUise
Bell,
1919-1922,
Nashvllle,
Tenn.
Vice-President:
Mrs.
Guy
HOlden
Nevins,
Jr.
(Annie
Beth
ceewccrm.
1917-1919, Naahville,
Tenn.

E.

. . IllinoiS

COURSE
...•....

. .. Illinoia

ASSOCIATION

Secretary:
Mrs. Frank W. Blair (Margaret
Morrison),
1917-1919,
Na.ah vf lle,
Tenn.
Treasurer:
Sallie Beth
Moore,
19181920, Nashvllle,
Tenn.
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